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It's What You Mafy it
Club Fair '93
All's 'Fair' in
Love and War
Held during Wel-
come Back Week in
September, Class and
Club Day at FSC is
the first time during
the year that organi-
zations recognized on
campus get to publi-
cize their clubs.
Complete with free-
bies, fundraisers, in-
formation, and club
volunteers, Club Day
is not a day to be
missed. SGA gave out
free pens and RAM
handbooks to those
(Above) The ladies of
BACCHUS pose amidst
free buttons and BAC-
CHUS information.
who stopped by to
meet their new stu-
dent representatives.
Dial gave out free file
photos from the 1993
yearbook. Art Activ-
ists had Helene draw-
ing cartoon charachi-
tures. Even WDJM
got into the act with
their sale of compact
discs.
New and returning
students are also giv-
en the opportunity to
sign up for any of the
clubs at their prospec-
tive tables. Also, they
can just find out
about the different
clubs and meet their
leaders.
(Below) This is me, Cathy
Socha, at the Club Fair. . .
Hard to recognize me
without the camera in
front ofmy face, isn't it?
(Top right): Join the History club and get Tom off the streets.
(Above) Susan Paczosa poses with one of several Late Night
at FSC t-shirts.
Boston workers roll out the tarp. . .then roll it back in. . .uh oh! It's raining again! Oops! It stopped again! Aw, shucks!
***A
(Above and Below) FSC stu- (Above) How did he get box
dents take in the sights of seats?
Fenway Park.
(Below) Buy a Late Night t-shirt or we'll happy you to death!
(Below) Hey, everybody! I'm lost! Where'd you all go?
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Most of the FSC students
along for the ride took turns
taking photos for the year-
book.
(Above) And now for the rea-
son we all came to Boston. . .
This Sox!
It was a cold and
rainy day and we were
in Boston. If you think
about it, we should have
had an awful time. The
bus driver got lost; we
were late getting there;
and there was a rain de-
lay which lasted well
over an hour. We were
soaked. However, with
the tasty aroma of Fen-
way Franks, we over-
came the lack of roof
and of warmth and had
a great time.
The rain delay gave
us time for laughs, lei-
sure, and lunch as we
watched the grounds
crew roll out the tarp. . .
roll in the tarp . . . roll
out . . . roll in . . .
When the Red Sox fi-
nally did take the field,
they were dynamite.
They held a constant 2-
lead over the Kansas
City Royals for most of
the game. Everything
seemed like a Sox's
dream come true. We
were winning! Cool.
Then it happened.
Like a shot, the royals
managed to hit a freak
homerun and took in
two runs in the bottom
of the ninth inning
which cost the Sox the
game — but not damp-
ening our spirits.
The Red Sox trip was
sponsored by SUAB and
the Class of 1995.
The
Latest
Scoop
During Welcome Back Week, various
student leaders took part in an ice
cream giveaway at the Upper Sandbox
of the College Center.
Officers of the class organizations
and clubs recognized on campus helped
to scoop the ice cream, which Marriott
donated free of charge. The event was
free to all students and other passers
by.
The purpose of the event was to cre-
ate a common bond among the usually
independent clubs and to introduce new
and returning student leaders to the
campus community.
(Right) Steve Katsos of WDJM, Gate-
post, and SGA and Amy O'Connell
(Class of 1996) were two of many stu-
dent leaders at the ice cream giveaway.
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(Above) Bowls of ice cream or UFO (Right) Charles Garbarino (SGA) takes
landing sight? Read the book. a break from classes to enjoy some ice
cream.
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Tribal Rhythms Break Loose on
FSC Campus
Picture it: the Forum; noontime; spec-
tators; strange instruments; music;
cavemen. Seem a wee bit bizarre? Out
of the ordinary? Peculiar? Well, of
course it does! In some respects, that's
what Tribal Rhythms is.
Tribal Rhythms is a four-member
group dedicated to getting people in
touch with the music inside of them. By
visiting various schools and communi-
ties, Tribal Rhythms offers their own
brand of fun and entertainment with
just the right pinch of education.
The group gives its tale of the evolution
of music through the art of storytelling.
Their tale tells of the cavemen and of
the creation ofboth song and of the first
instruments. During their story, in-
struments such as sticks, rattles, and
bells are distrubtued throughout the
audience so that members can take
part in the dancing and music making
as well.
Sponsored by the Welcome Back Com-
mittee, Tribal Rhythms provided for a
stress-relieving afternoon — and the
perfect escape from the sweltering heat
outside.
(Right) One member of Tribal Rhythms
reenacts a possible scene from history.
Above) These were just some of many (Right) Mike Bedore makes a fully-body
?SC students who took part in the Trib- effort in Tribal Rhythms,
il Rhythms program.
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'Living with AIDS'
one person's story
Henry Nichols — with sister Jennifer
speaks about his life with AIDS
When you first see him, Henry Ni-
chols seems like a typical college stu-
dent who is a bit quiet and laid back.
Once he starts speaking, however, he
will tell you all about the sister he
adores and the girlfriend he loves to vis-
it. He tells stories of his family and of
his numerous hiking and mountain
climbing experiences.
Nichols will also tell you that he is
living with AIDS, but he looks forward
to the future nevertheless.
Nichols, along with sister Jennifer,
spoke before a packed audience inside
the College Center Forum at Fra-
mingham State College (FSC) on
Wednesday, October 6.
The Nichols' presented an AIDS
awareness lecture entitled, "Living
with AIDS," the aim of which is to offer
educational information about the
causes of AIDS. Also, Nichols offered
his own experiences of what life is like
in a modern society as a person diag-
nosed with the disease.
Nichols has been afflicted by hemo-
philia for most of his life. Hemophilia is
a genetic disease affecting a person's
blood.
In a hemophiliac's blood, a plasma
protein called factor VIII is missing.
When this certain plasma is not present
in the blood, a person's blood cannot
clot or stop bleeding — even from the
smallest of abrasions or bruises.
Without the proper remedies of blood
products— such as plasma— or entire
blood transfusions, which help to clot
the blood, hemophilia could lead to fatal
hemorrhaging.
During the course of his life, Nichols
has received over 350 blood transfu-
sions as a result ofhis hemophilia. With
these transfusions, Nichols has been
the recipient ofblood product donations
from over 20,000 different donors. One
or more of these donors were carrying
the Human Immunodeficiency Virus
(HIV). By the time he was infected by
12
HIV, Nichols had already been exposed
to over 6,000 donors.
Nichols was seventeen years old
when he was diagnosed with having the
AIDS virus. As HIV progresses, it turns
into Acquired Immune Deficiency Syn-
drome (AIDS), which is the most life-
threatening form of HIV. AIDS causes
the breakdown of the body's immune
system and makes the body unable to
fight off life-threatening diseases.
Statistically, people with AIDS can
live up to six to ten years without any
visible symptoms of the disease. "Phys-
ically," Nichols said, "Getting full-
blown AIDS wasn't too big a deal."
However, when he was diagnosed, he
felt it was "the first time in my life I was
told I had AIDS and that I was going to
die from it."
Nichols said that when he was grow-
ing up in the 1980's with HIV, it "was
the time that people were being threat-
ened." He also commented on the fact
that the average person at that time
was not aware ofthe practical causes of
the virus, such as unprotected sex, un-
screened blood transfusions, and shar-
ing unsterilized needles with someone
who has the HIV virus.
The lack of awareness of facts or,
AIDS caused many people to act in fear
and terrorize or run people with AIDS
out of town so that they and their fam-
ilies were not put at risk.
The Nichols family, like many other
families with children with AIDS, tried
to keep Henry's diagnosis a secret from
friends and family. "My parents obvi-
ously weren't anxious to tell people 1
was infected with HIV," Nichols said.
The 1980's also did not supply many
AIDS victims and their families with
proper counseling services. Thus, cop-
ing with the fatal disease stayed within
the family structure. "We turned in-
ward and became our own support
group," said Nichols.
Nichols said that he remembers driv-
ing five hours to clinics in New York
City in order to protect his secret from
the small town in which he lived. His
parents even made plans for Nichols'
sisters to live with other relatives if the
secret got out. In general, the stigma-
tism which Nichols faced growing up
made him "feel as if this terrible dis-
ease was something I had done wrong."
When Nichols was 17 and a senior in
high school, he wanted to become a
member of the Eagle Scouts. He was
searching for a community service pro-
ject in order to earn this service badge.
It was then that Nichols decided to be-
come a public speaker on AIDS aware-
ness.
Since his Eagle Scout project, Henry
and Jennifer Nichols have visited twen-
ty states and innumerable high schools
and colleges speaking to people of their
experiences as a family affected by
AIDS.
The Nichols have also traveled to the
White House for meetings with both
President Bush and President Clinton.
Currently, there are 7,666 reported
AIDS cases in Massachusetts alone. Ac-
cording to the AIDS Action Committee
pf Massachusetts, this also means that
pne in 200 Massachusetts residents has
IHTV, with the virus spreading to seven
more people each day. AIDS is also the
eading cause of death for men aged 25-
44 in Massachusetts, New York, Cali-
fornia, Florida, and New Jersey.
During his speech, Nichols remarked
Dhat "hundreds of thousands of people
will die from AIDS ... If I am the first
person you met who has AIDS, you are
lucky. I will not be the last."
He addressed the fact that many col-
lege students possess a "dangerous
sense of invulnerability" when assess-
ng their behaviors as possible risks of
\IDS infection. "This could happen to
:hem." He also said that "One in 500
college students have HIV," but that
'those numbers are very conservative."
Jennifer said that doctors have told
ler that Henry has less than six
nonths to live. She also expressed won-
der that her brother has lived ten years
after his diagnosis of having HIV.
'Henry's always been stubborn, so we
:hink that has something to do with it,"
she said.
Even now, Henry does not consider
limself religious, but spiritual instead.
'I just live one day at a time," he says.
Nichols also said that he finds com-
brt in believing that there might be life
ifter death. "I'm not sure exactly what
t's like, but I'll let you know when I get
;here."
Article by Catherine Socha, Co-
Living/Arts Editor, The Gatepost.
FSC shapes up
Eating disorders, diet/fitness,
body image discussed
For the past two years, Framingh-
am State College's (FSC) Counseling
Center and Home Economics De-
partment have been co-sponsoring
programs addressing the issues of
eating disorders, diet/fitness, and
body image.
This year, in order to have more of
an impact on the college community,
they decided to sponsor a week's
worth of programs aimed at educat-
ing the college community.
The week began with a slide pres-
entation showing the body ideals of
women and men spanning different
cultures and times. The presentation
was aimed at showing that there
were many ideal body types that
were acceptable in society and that
being thin was not always consid-
ered to be society's ideal.
Besides a slide presentation, a doc-
umentary entitled "The Famine
Within'" was shown. The movie dealt
with America's growing obsession
with body image and the effects that
it has had on women in society.
Women themselves tell stories of
their own personal obsession with
their body image.
A series of lectures was also pre-
sented throughout the week. "Mus-
cle Mania," a lecture on sports nutri-
tion, was presented by Joan Buch-
binder M.S., R.D. She addressed the
actual effectiveness of vitamin sup-
plements and whether or not they do
make you stronger or healthier. She
also showed how one can build up
their physical strength through a
healthy diet.
Joe Bulchbidner M.S., R.D. lec-
tured on "Fueling Your Body With-
out Feeling Your Fat Cells." During
his lecture, he addressed how a per-
son's weight is not as important as
their "calorie composition."
Stacey Blain — former Miss Mas-
sachusetts — and Joanne Byron, a
New Age Model, spoke on "Diversity
in Modeling: Age, Self-Esteem, and
Appearance." Blaine spoke on the
standards that models have to live
up to in today's world and the pres-
sures that face models today. Joan
Byron spoke on the value and neces-
sity of self-esteem.
Kathrine Steiner-Adair, Ed.D.,
lectured about the rise of eating dis-
orders since the '60s and the social
roots to its sudden rise. She explored
the causes of eating disorders and
women's— as well as a few men's—
obsession to be thin.
Finally, concluding the week, Mer-
edith Stanford-Pollock, Ed.D., an as-
sistant professor at FSC, lectured on
"What's Love Got to do With It? The
Psychology of Eating Disorders."
Stanford-Pollock explained the
connection between a woman's ob-
session with eating and dieting and
her wanting love and acceptance.
She also showed the connection be-
tween eating and relationships with
loved ones and family.
The Great Shape Debate was or-
ganized in order to raise awareness
of the diet, body image, and nutri-
tion. It was also designed to educate
those with problems as well as those
who just wanted to learn more about
the issues addressed throughout the
week.
Article by Amy Barrell, Staff
Writer, The Gatepost.
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(Right) Introducing Residence
Life's own Gorgette Green-Hod-
nett (O'Connor's RD) and Pail-
lette Mcintosh (Linsley's RD).
(Above) The second place
team of this year's FSC
Squares was the Class of
1995 team: Melissa Bouti-
lier, Todd Flanagan, Sue
McNamara, and Laura Cas-
siani.
(Above) The host, Jeff Des-
jarlais, Director of the De-
partment of Alcohol and
Wellness Eduction, kept the
crowd pumped. (Above) FSC's very own celebrities represented various de
partments and organizations.
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FSC Squares
(Left) Tracy Marshall, vice president
of BACCHUS, presented the raffle
prizes, which included grand prizes:
a Sony Walkman, a color TV, and Su-
per Nintendo.
(Below) Two members of the "x"
team, Sarabeth Fleming and Lauren
Berger, ponder their next move.
Above) Traditionally, the senior class
starts the first round. The Class of '94
earn included Tanya Jones and Mich-
elle Sayce (E-board members), Karla
.-indquist (secretary), and Lynn Boud-
•eau (vice president).
(Above right) Rodd "Gonzo" Patten and
Jeff Goodrich stole the limelight as the
FSC football reps on the celebrity pan-
el.
II
"Introducing. . .the man who taught you eve-
rything you needed to know about condoms. . .
JEFF DESJARLAIS." With that, the third an-
nual FSC Squares, our own version of Hollywood
Squares, kicked off as the last evnet of Alcohol
Awareness Week 1993. Co-sponsored by BAC-
CHUS and Residence Hall Association, the pur-
pose of the event was to teach everyone about al-
cohol and responsible drinking. FSC's very own
celebrities include Mike Branch from Culture-In-
Effect, Michelle Bertoldi and Phaedra Martel
from RHA, the Chief of Campus of Police, John
Sayewich, Anesti Agapiadis of BACCHUS, Kim
Moran of GAMMA, Acting Assistant Vice Presi-
dent of Academic Affairs, Judy Klaas, Marianne
Woodruft of Health Services, from the Football
team, Rodd "Gonzo" Patten and Jeff Goodrich,
from Student Activies College Center Room 406,
Elinor Fagone and Lee McElroy, and from Resi-
dence Life, Georgette Green-Hodnett and Paul-
ette Mcintosh.
The first round began traditionally with the
Senior Class versus random audience members.
In the second round, the Junior Class played
against audience volunteers. After some ping-
ponging between the X's and O's, the volunteers
prevailed. In between rounds, great prizes were
raffled off; the gimmick? "To win, you MUST be
present." Once again, a successful FSC Squares
concluded Alcohol Awareness Week.
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Famous poet
visits FSC
Steven Katsos, a student in Angela Jackson's Creative Writing class this
past Spring, poses with Jackson at the Onyx social.
Angela Jackson, the first
Christa McAuliffe Writer-in-
Residence, spent the semes-
ter visiting Framingham
State College (FSC).
During her stay, Jackson
attended and assisted in
teaching six different clas-
ses, including Dr. Alan Feld-
man's Contemporary Euro-
pean and American Litera-
ture class and Dr. Miriam
Levine's Seminar in Prose
Writing. She also participat-
ed in a meeting for Culture
in Effect.
In addition to these activ-
ities, she also gave a reading
of some of her favorite works
of poetry and fiction Wednes-
day afternoon in the 1839
Room.
During her two hour visit
with Dr. Feldman's Contem-
porary Literature class,
Jackson entertained stu-
dents, reading an excerpt
from her novel-in progress,
Treemont Stone.
The chapter from Tree-
mont Stone the class focused
on was appropriately cen-
tered around Halloween.
Jackson referred to this
piece as, "The Witching."
This was the turning point
in her novel that sets the
voice for the rest ofher work.
Her main character, the
semi-autobiographic Magda-
lena Grace, "makes the mag-
ical transformation from
child to woman-child" in this
chapter.
Magdalena achieves this
metamorphosis because she
learns the emotion of empa-
thy. "Empathy," said Jack-
son, "is what separates us
from being self-absorbed
children to adults."
Jackson credits a writers'
workshop in Chicago for as-
sisting her in achieving "af-
firmation of (my) ability."
Dr. Levine's class received
many useful hints in how to
combine memoir and fiction.
Jackson advised students to
take their stories from real
life, "write from memory and
imagination to create fic-
tion."
"Rearrange facts and high-
light them to get to the emo-
tional truth of (a particular)
event. Move from illumina-
tion to clarity," said Jackson.
Jackson read three pieces
of memoir written by stu-
dents in Dr. Levine's class.
"Some members of the class
donated their work and she
took the time to read it very
carefully," said Dr. Levine.
"She concentrated on lan-
guage, sentence structure,
and music as the most im-
portant elements," said Alec
Goldman. "She really want-
ed to find the music in what
we were writing." Jackson
commented on Goldman's
piece, "Worcester Night —
Business as Usual."
As a final piece of advice to
writers, Jackson said, "All
writers must write to an au-
dience who gives them the
freedom to totally be them-
selves. An open audience
does not require that you tell
them what they want to
hear."
Jackson gave a final read-
ing of some of her work dur-
ing her presentation
Wednesday afternoon. She
included poems from her
new book of poetry, Spiders,
and her novel, Treemont
Stone.
After admitting to feeling
slightly nervous because,
"poetry readings aren't usu-
ally so crowded, "Jackson be-
gan with a dedication to her
father, who passed away on
May 31.
Jackson thrilled the audi-
ence with her marvelous per-
formance, which included a
lively reading of poems pre-
viously printed, such as
"Black Atlanta Mother
Waits at the Window."
She also shared with the
audience a chapter of fiction
from Treemont Stone.
The search for a Writer-in-
Residence began last Spring.
The target was to find a per-
son who would help cele-
brate diversity.
"We were very fortunate tc
find an extremely talented
individual," said Vice Presi-
dent of Academic Affairs
Helen Heineman.
"Dr. Miriam Levine got ir
touch with me and said that
students have read my work
and put my name in for con-
sideration," said Jackson. "]
was so thrilled that it waf
the students who called foi
me."
Article by Maia Eckler
Op/Ed Editor,
The Gatepost
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Making the pieces fit
"Making the Pieces Fit," the theme of the week, was co-sponsored by the Alcohol and Wellness Education
Program, Health Services, Residence Hall Association, and Bacchus. The events that took place paved the way
for a successful week.
There are many pieces to any puzzle, including the puzzle concerning alcohol. To begin the week, puzzle pieces
with facts about alcohol were distributed. The next day another piece followed, this time with facts about alcohol
and self-esteem. Facts about AIDS were given out on Wednesday. Facts about behaviors in relationship to alcohol
were in Thursday's piece. Today, all the pieces of the puzzle have been put together and distributed in the
cafeterias. The puzzle concretely demonstrates that choices regarding the use of alcohol are not easy, but with a
little education, informed choices can be made.
Bacchus sponsored a raffle throughout the week. On the bottom ofeach fact sheet, there was a free raffle ticket.
All you had to do was fill out one's name and then attend "Framingham Squares" to win. There were over 20
prizes including a 13" remote control, color television, a Super Nintendo game system, and a Sony Sport Walkman.
Self-esteem is a very important factor. Many college students drink because they have to deal with conflicting
messages from their environment. These messages cause insecurity, resulting in low self-esteem. On Tuesday
evening, Jeff Desjarlais, the Director of the Alcohol and Wellness Education Program, addressed this issue with
a presentation entitled "The Missing Piece: When alcohol fills the void of self-esteem"
The Arts & Humanities series sponsored a program called "Living with AIDS" on Wednesday. The speaker,
Henry Nichols, was a 19 year-old hemophiliac, who had contracted the human immunodeficiency virus (HTV)
through donated blood products. Henry, along with his sister Jennifer, told the audience his story and what it is
like to "live with AIDS."
The third annual "Framingham Squares" celebrity game show took place last night. It was a fun and interesting
way to learn a lot about alcohol.
Article by Tracy A. Marshall, The Gatepost.
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Chris Polny gives a big smile for the
camera (and the customers), as he sells
CD's for WDJM.
At the Psychology Club table, Chris Co-
leman reads tarot cards for students.
Dial's competion, the Psychology club,
sells raffle tickets.
Why is Armen Zildjian getting a chalk
outline in the middle of State Street?
Your guess is as good as mine.
Madam Gypsy gives more tarot card
readings for the Psychology Club.
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Homecoming Week: Street Fair and
Hall Decorating
Two of the many events that
;ook place during Homecoming
Week were the annual street fair
md Hall decorating.
The Student Union Activities
Board's (SAUB) annual street
air kicked off around 11:30 a.m.
md lasted until 3:30 p.m. on Fri-
lay October 22nd. Students, fac-
llty, and staff could get their pic-
ures taken in old-time dress,
vin tons of raffle prizes and get
i tarot card reading. There was
ilso a gigantic assortment of
goodies and music to be pur-
chased. Two highlights ofthe fair
were the karaoke booth, and get-
ting a shirt painted by Jason Mi-
chael Karakehian, the man who
painted the mural of the whales
in the College Center.
Resident Hall Association's
(RHA) Hall decorating contest
once again brought out the imag-
inative side of the resident stu-
dents. This year's theme, "It's
Worth the Trip," was brought to
life by the four halls participat-
ing: Peirce, Towers, Horace
Mann, and O'Connor. Peirce, the
winners of the contest, demon-
strated the theme by stressing
the educational history of stu-
dents from kindergarten to their
college graduation. Other ideas
included the Black and Gold
travel agency, with FSC as a
common bond for a multitude of
diverse students and one stu-
dent's College Career. Hall dec-
orating: It was worth the trip.
(Above) Alicia Hyndman is led into the
Peirce Hall time machine.
(Center) This resident is really getting
into her work.
(Bottom Right) Sara Kignman wel-
comes the judges to the Black and Gold
travel agency (actually Towers).
(Bottom Left) One resident helps to
transform O'Connor Hall.
19
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Men, friendly competition, Karaoke, and a slew
of volunteers. A night out at a local bar? You
needn't travel that far. The big entertainment
was located right on campus on Oct. 21 as the new
Mr. Framingham State College (FSC) 1994 was
crowned.
The Mr. FSC contest, which first appeared on
campus two years ago, has become a Homecoming
Week tradition. The contest serves as a chance
for student organizations recognized on campus
to demonstrate school spirit and leadership while
— at the same time — providing entertainment
for the audience.
As in the national Miss America pageant, con-
testants are judged in the areas of talent and for-
malwear. The Mr. FSC contest also offers its own
original twist with spiritwear. Spiritwear calls for
contestants to illustrate school spirit through cos-
tumes. The costume, which represents the class
or club in the most creative and enthusiastic way,
scores the most points. The deciding factor in the
contest is a quesiton posed to each finalist to-
wards the end of the competition.
Erin Reilly served as MC for the night along
with Todd Flanagan.
Eight class and club organizations competed for
the crown: Seth Ide and Kenny Doucette repre-
sented the classes of 1996 and 1995 respectively;
Resident Assistant, Eric Montague, was this
year's Larned Hall representative against Mr.
Towers, James Aheran; this year's Residence
Hall Assocation rep, Mark Carlson, and Jason
Portanova, Mr. WDJM, also took the stage to rep-
resent their clubs; Kevin Ostertogjoined in as Mr.
Psychology Club. However, the crown was award-
ed to Mr. Gatepost himself, Steven "Katman"
Katsos, who won over the crowd with his stand-
up comedy routine.
Over the past two months, the friends of the
Class of 1995 recruited judges, volunteers and
contestants. Also, they put in long hours to cho-
reograph and plan the pageant so that the tradi-
tion of the event was kept intact, but also so that
the 1994 contest offered a bit of the new and im-
proved as well.
The judging panel included various
members of the FSC faculty and admin-
istration.
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(Above) The usherettes sang a Bryan
Adams tune during intermission.
(Right) Seth Ide (Mr. Class of 1996) and
Eric Montague (Mr. Larned Hall) com-
bined their acts.
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To the right, Kris and Elena size up
those dancing to the electric slide.
Down below, Annette Pagliaro dines
with her date Joe.
Off the courts, FSC women's basket-
ball players laugh loudly and dance
the night away.
The women's rugby team takes time
out to relax with good friends.
At the peak of the dance, FSC stu
dents really show their stuff.
Homecoming
Dateless
Semi-Formal
This year's Homecom-
ing Dateless Semi-Formal
was held at the Westbor-
ough Marriot. The dance
kicked off at 8:00pm and
lasted until midnight.
SUAB even provided a full
bar, as well as a shuttle
bus leaving every 1/2 hour
from the College Center to
keep things safe. It was
really worth the trip. Peo-
ple started off the night in
high spirits and began to
really roar with the jump-
ing sounds from the DJ.
It was good to see over
300 people kick back and
enjoy the music and each
other. Especially rowdy
were the women of Horace
Mann, who kept the night
Up top, Ron waves to his
many adoring fans. Re-
member Ron, elbow, el-
bow, wrist, wrist.
moving, not to mention
the men. Also active and
present were representa-
tives from several of the
women's sports teams and
many underclassmen. It
was great to see the "new
generation" of FSC get-
ting involved, not to men-
tion getting funky. Also
admirable was the cour-
age of many students,
who, in the spirit of the
dance, chose to arrive
dateless and take their
chances there.
Overall, the dance was
a good time for all, and re-
mained a safe and socia-
ble outing for many FSC
students.
Stuck in the middle with
you. Three's definitely
company here.
Two eligible bachelors en-
joying the 3-to-l ratio.
Larrie and Nick enjoy
their last year dancing the
night away in style.
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(Immediate left) This FSC player races
down the field as Mass Maritime causes
an unsightly four-car pile-up in the fore-
ground.
(Right) The day's game was marked with
a win and sunshine.
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(Below) Toby Wilson takes a break dur- Bf. S^ja^.
ing halftime.
.
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(Above) FSC took the win over Mass
Maritime.
(Right) Members of the coaching staff
wonder why we're taking their picture.
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Rams' Victory:
Coming Home in Style
There's nothing better
^han the sweet smell of
success . . . and that's
.vhat Framingham State
College's (FSC) Men's
Football team did dur-
ng homecoming in Oc-
tober.
Defeat, you say? Nay.
The Rams merely
nowed the field with op-
Donents Mass Maritime
Academy. Let's just say
it was quite the specta-
cle as the FSC players
scored again and again
— finally winning 20-6.
As always, the pre-
game barbecue was at-
tended by some of FSC's
die-hard fans, including
FSC Football team
alumni, team families,
and current FSC stu-
dents (and administra-
tors as well). Hotdogs
and hamburgers were
served inside the tennis
courts and so was . . . uh
. . . pub ice 1? (I don't know
. . . That's what it says in
all those Gatepost ads
Vbove, top of page) This FSC
|
udent (traveling incognito)
seen here during halftime.
[ho is that masked wom-
!???
(Above) Okay, Starship FSC,
you're clear for landing. No,
these are really some of the
FSC coaches who helped
bring about the day's win.
(Above) Jeff Desjarlais was
one of several administra-
tors who showed up to
cheer the home team on.
Smile and the whole world
smiles with you. Tra la la
la la . . .
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'Once Apon A
Playground'
"Once Apon A Playground" was a
charming play that dealt with the se-
rious topic of being different. Being dif-
ferent meant that you do not exactly fit,
especially if you were the Girl with the
Funny Nose. This girl was played by
Maura Murphy. She played a girl who
was pushed around by the playground
bullies because of her nose size. This
show was student directed by Maddie
Scandett and was held during the first
of November.
(Below) Members of the cast listen for
guidance by Maggie Scandett.
(Above) The playground bullies poin- (Above) The Girl with the Funny Nos
(Above) Georgie, Seth Ide, gets picked tout the Girl with the Funny Nose, finds a playmate Johnny, played by Ja
on by the playground incrowd. played by Maura Murphy. son Karakehian.
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'Re s e r v
Dogs'
o 1 r
\bove) The "Big Job" ends in diaster (Above) Mr. Orange, Seth Ide, agony
s the vice squad bust in on the hideout, comes to an end as Mr. White, Craig,
discovers the betrayal in the final
scene.
"Reservior Dogs" was the bolder
one of the two plays performed.
Chad Theroux causiously ex-
posed the darker side of human
nature in his direction of this
play. Audiences were taken back
by the ignorance, violence and
volgarity of this harshly realistic
drama. All actors exploded on
stage with feirce intensity.
(Right) The cast listen intendly to their
director, Chad Theroux.
(Above) Nice Guy Eddie, Mike Stumpo,
grins maniacally as he watches Mr.
Pink, Jay Carpenter, get berated by
Joe, Micha Power.
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Double Dare
It's slime time. That's
right. On November
tenth 1993, the Resi-
dent Hall Association
(RHA) and the Class of
1995 sponsored the an-
nual Double Dare game
show. The four teams
competing, Peirce, Lar-
ned, Horace Mann, and
Towers were soaked,
gooped, slimed, and
whip creamed through
out the evening. In the
end when all the goop
was cleared Peirce Hall
were the victors, with
Larned second, Towers
and Horace Mann tying
for third.
Even the audience got
in on the fun, when
Peirce Hall was short
some team members,
Nancy Segal and Sue
Reidy jumped in to help
the team answer ques-
tions. During the short
set up breaks, audience
members participated
in games, and prizes
were raffled. Every
guest had a chance to
win a numerous assort-
ment of gift certificates,
Hair care products, or
CD's from W D J M.
Once again Double
Dare was a great suc-
cess. I Double Dare you
to miss it next year.
Peirce member Sandy Phippen gets herself mentally pre-
pared to inhale as many pies as she can.
One cracker at a time, Tiffany: It's not like your being timed.
You know how to whistle, with a mouth full of crackers, don't
you Shane. Just put your lips together and blow.
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Amy Piecewiez with her im-
pression of Santa Claus.
Sara Parchesky holds Mr.
balloon head while he is giv-
en a shave.
No problem. All Paul Swindells has to do is feed his team-
mate pudding while they are both blindfolded.
And the question is. . .Sue McNeil and Tom Callenan served
as hosts of this messy event.
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Here we go again, everybody's favorite
time of the semester: registration.
Registration time is not only frustrat-
ing for the students. Faculty and staff
feel the pressure as well.
REGISTRATION
DAY
FALL 1993
The sport of the week: squinting to see
if your classes are still open.
rarningham State College
Master Schedule of Courses
SPRING SEMESTER 1994
TABLE OF CONTENDS
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The Great Pumpkin
Drop
What is the most frustrating time of
the year for everyone? You guessed it:
registration. Twice during the year,
everyone on the Framingham State
College campus must deal with this
dreaded event. However, this year
things are looking up. The administra-
tion, students, faculty, and Registrar
are beginning to deal with the difficul-
ties in the process of registering for
classes. What will come of all the brain-
storming? Well, you'll just have to wait
until the 1995 yearbook to find out.
Last year, it was going to be the
snowman drop. This year, it was the
Great Pumpkin Drop. W D J M (Fra-
mingham State's radio station ) dropped
a papier mache pumpkin full of candy
and other goodies from the top of the
College Center. The problem was, how-
ever, that they couldn't get to the top of
the College Center. The door was
locked. The drop, which was supposed
to take place at 1:30 p.m., didn't actu-
ally happen until 2:30 pm. Even with
the long wait, the crowd stayed to
scramble for the prizes. People in Stu-
dent Activities room 406 CC, were
buzzing with excitement as they waited
for the Great Pumpkin to drop. Finally
the Great Pumpkin met its fate, plung-
ing to an untimely demise from the top
of the College Center.
(Top left) Why stand out in the rain
when you can watch from Student Ac-
tivities? (Top Right) Behold the glorious
pumpkin or what's left of it.
(Center) John Bulens and friends show
off their goodies after the pumpkin
drop.
Sandy Porter is preparing to drop the
Great Pumpkin.
Wouldn't you like to wake up to a cute
face like this?
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Career Services were the sponsors of
Major Decisions.
MAKING
MAJOR
DECISIONS
Bill gets advice from a helpful faculty
member.
Students had many questions an-
swered about the various majors here
at FSC, as shown by this student.
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HOLIDAY
BAZAAR
.
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(Looses
Two of the activities sponsored
by the offices in the College Cen-
ter were major Decisions and the
Holiday Bazaar.
There have been new ideas im-
plemented in Career Services,
headed by new director Jackie
Sproul, this year. Major Deci-
sions was one of the many ways
that Career Services is changing
its image.
Major Decisions, which was a
workshop held in the Forum,
gave students the opportunity to
ask questions about the different
majors on campus.
The annual Holiday Bazaar
brought members of the Fra-
mingham community to the Fra-
mingham State campus on Nov.
14 and 15. Beth Rane, the coor-
dinator of the Holiday Bazaar,
gathered vendors and clubs on
campus to sell everything from
cookies to custom jewelry.
(Top left) Jen checks out the calendars.
(Top right) Graduate Assistant Carrie
Bergeron looks over some of the fine
homemade handbags that are on sale.
(Center) Susy Gottberg and Amy
O'Connell sell homemade treats.
(Left) Many vendors brought goods for
sale at the annual Holiday Bazaar.
(Immediate left) Beth Rane coordinated
this year's bazaar.
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Dancing: Not Just
a Club Sport
(Right) How low can you
(Below) Ina Johnson donned an
ethnic costume at all Cultural Ball.
This year, the dance scene grew
in popularity at FSC. Class of '95's
'80s Dance (parts I & II) took the
campus by storm as students of the
Generation "Oh-My-Favorite-Songs-
Are-Oldies" pined for the days of
their youth.
Other dances ranged from CIE'S
Cultural Ball to RHA's Beach Party.
What would
Halloween be like
without a few
good costumes?
Just ask the
amazing masked
people who made
their way to the
Commuter Cafe.
They came in all
sorts: the feath-
ered, the scary,
and the funny. All
competed for
"Best Costume"
prize and danced
the night away.
» «
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Oxford University &
Framingham State College
7th Annual Great Debate
Founded in 1823, the Oxford
Union society is the most famous
student organization in the Brit-
ish Isles and arguably, in the
world. Debating is the Society's
prime function. The Society com-
petes in a variety of tourna-
ments, as well as hosting the
country's largest Intervarsity.
The Oxford Style is very differ-
ent from American debating, in
that the role of the speaker is
more to persuade than to cate-
gorically prove. The humor and
derisory insults which the Ox-
ford Style incorporates can
sometimes shock speakers un-
used to the nature of Oxford de-
bating. The Oxford debaters are
not highly reserved.
On March 23, 1994, in the Col-
lege Center Forum, the Seventh
Annual Debate at Framingham
State College took place. The
topic to be resolved: "This house
believes men make better moth-
ers." This controversial issue led
to many laughs as well as cutting
remarks.
The teams were mixed be-
tween FSC and Oxford. The
V -*r^
Speakers for the "Men should
stay in their traditional roles"
side, Iain Corby and Robert Bolt-
er discuss the opposition's
speech.
House side consisted ofJonathan
Hough, Keith McKittrick, Susy
Gottberg, and Jeremy Breaks.
Jonathan, the first speaker, runs
the Oxford University Conser-
vative Association, a notable
drinking society. Keith, a Co-ad-
visor of the Class of '96 blushed
all night. Susy, the only female
debater, exemplifies the 90's
woman. Jeremy, a native Scot,
proudly sported his sexy legs un-
der his kilt.
The opposition was made up of
Iain Corby, Robert Bolter, Alex-
ander Porter, and Tim Green.
Iain is described as someone who
clearly loves himself. Robert,
"Butch", a senior, cannot wait to
get out of school, but he's a little
confused about his future. Alex-
ander, "Sandy", the GM of
WDJM, is self-described as ab-
rasive, stubborn and caring. Red-
cheeked and cuddly Tim is the
inspiration for the "Timmy Bear"
toys which are the leading prod-
ucts in the Oxford Union shop.
The combination of these char-
acters and their cheap jibes, put-
downs, and clever insults result-
ed in a controversial and heated
debate as well as a night full of
laughs. Judged by the audience's
shouts, the opposition won the
debate. It was resolved that men
do not make better mothers. The
debate was a great success and
this campus will look forward to
hosting another one next year.
FSC Alternate, Thomas Colet
Callinan approaches the podium
to make a point of information.
Audience members, Lisa Stanovitch and Vicki Croteau, listen intently
the speeches.
The 1993-94 Gatepost Editor-in-Chief, Hope Murray, acted as the moderat
at this dignified event.
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The House speakers were Jonathan
Hough, Keith McKittrick, Susy
Gottberg, and Jeremy Breaks this
year.
Members of the opposition, Alexan-
der Porter and Tim Green reach into
their pockets to get their notes.
A member of the audience takes in
the action of the debate.
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(Above) Onyx Business Manager Alec
Goldman as he reads of city nights in
Worcester.
(Right) Kathy Blaisdel speaks with one of
the well-wishers in the audience at the
Onyx reception.
The Onyx
\
Literary magazine
|
breaks new ground
The Onyx is Framingham State College's (FSC) student-produced art and literary
magazine.
In recent years, the organization had all but disappeared from sight. However, during
the 1993-1994 school year, the Onyx members came back with full intensity as they
recruited aspiring student writers, photographers, and assorted artists to submit their
work for possible publication. When the book was finally completed in May, the Onyx
staff was elated as was anxious to show its final product to the FSC community.
Complete with cheese, fruit, and crackers, the reception of the 1994 edition took place
in the 1839 Room in the College Center as students read their poems and/or short stories
which appeared in the magazine.
The audience included students, administration, and faculty members including pro-
fessors/professional writers Dr. Miriam Levine and McAuliffe scholar Angela Jackson. I
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(Top of page) Roberta Lane — Editor-in-Chief— and Chad Par-
enteau of The Onyx give this edition thumbs up.
(Left) Dr. Miriam Levine and Angela Jackson confer at the re-
ception.
Jason Portanova reads his poem to the eager audience.
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Gospel Festival
Paulette Mcintosh, one of the program's coorc
nators, listens intently to the choir.
Despite the cold icy February weath-
er, on Sunday February 27th, a fun and
heart-warming event took place in the
College Center Forum. As part of Black
History Month, a Gospel Festival was
scheduled. However, due to the inclem-
ent weather, only one of the three sched-
uled choir groups performed.
Because of the icy roads, the group
was late. Nevertheless, the Black His-
tory Month Committee kept the audi-
ence satisfied. Ina Johnson and her
daughter led the crowd in singing gospel
songs while they waited for the groups
to arrive. The beautiful voices of the
mother and daughter duo were exactly
what the audience needed.
The Charles Street A.M.E. arrived to
a warm welcome and put on a great show.
This talented Boston choir group sang
in rounds to piano accompaniment as
well as accapala. Their harmonic voices
rose and fell intensely and soothingly.
They also had a selection for everyone
to sing called, "Lift Every Voice and
Sing."
For those who did not attend, try to
make it next year. This event is well
worth your while. For those who went,
you'll agree. It's the simple things in life
that make the world go around.
The members of the Charles Street A.M.E. Players
sing their acappella selection.
I
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Ina Johnson and her daughter sang as well as led
the crowd in a couple of gospel songs prior to the
choir group's arrival.
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Angelou inspires
sellout crowd
"I so long for a time when we don't
need a month," poet laureate Maya An-
gelou said in reference to the celebra-
tion of Black History Month.
Angelou feels that Black History
Month shouldn't be necessary. Each
culture's history should be incorporated
and taught as world history.
On Monday February 7, Angeleou
spoke to over 1100 people as part of
Framingham State College's (FSC) pro-
gram of events highlighting Black His-
tory Month. The people on hand were of
various races, cultures, generations
and religions. As Angelou would have
put it, the audience was a "rainbow" of
all people.
The main theme of Angelou's per-
formance, much more than a speech,
was the importance of knowledge. An-
gelou practices what she preaches. She
Maya Angelou meets with President Weller
and State Senator David Magnani before
Monday night's speech.
Photo Courtesy ofthe Media Center
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is fluent in six different languages, has
written ten best-selling books and sev-
en plays, as well as numerous articles
in a wide variety of publications. The
woman is a phenomenal artist who re-
alizes that without knowledge and ed-
ucation we as humans would be noth-
ing. "All knowledge is spendable cur-
rency depending on the market," she
said.
When urging the crowd to absorb any
and all they could, she stressed, "This
is your life; not your mother's, not your
father's, or your boyfriend's. It's yours."
Basically, you only get one, so you bet-
ter make the most of it.
Angelou reminded the audience that,
"Our ancestors have paid for us." Some-
where along each of our family lineages
someone has suffered in order to give us
what we have today. She also urged
everyone to continue to fight so future
generations can enjoy the same (and
more) benefits.
Angelou also discussed the impor-
tance of role models. "I encourage
young men and women, look in the fam-
ily, look in the neighborhood, look in
the community for heroes, sheroes,"
She went on to say that the so-called
superstars have no idea who we are, so
how can they be a hero/shero to us?
One of Angelou's heroes was her Un-
cle Willie, a man who was physically
paralyzed, yet intellectually strong. He
taught Angelou her times tables when
she was a child. His methods were a bit
unusual: a man who wouldn't allow a
moth to be injured, held Angelou by the
neck of her clothes and stuck her in
front of a pot-bellied stove while he
quizzed her on the times tables.
To this day Angelou can recite those
tables at a moment's notice. This lesson
has stuck with her thanks to her Uncle
Willie. Angelou told the audience that,
"All of us have an Uncle Willie. No mat-
ter what color our skin is, each one of
us has a hero/shero like Uncle Willie."
j
Angelou's performance overflowed
with energy supplied by both the poet
and the audience. Angelou was con-
stantly breaking into songs, anecdotes
and joke throughout the night.
"I was totally mesmerized," said Fra-
mingham State senior Maia Eckler. "I
could have listened to her for a month."
Angelou's speech was educational as
well as entertaining. "She lived up to
her occupation as a teacher; she taught
us," said Framingham State Junior
Chad Parenteau.
Angelou, who was introduced by Sen-
ator David Magnani, was greeted with
a standing ovation when she enterec
the auditorium. She later received £
second. This ovation lasted until shf
had made her way out of the building
shaking hands with the crowd on hei
way out. The audience was quite movec
by Angelou's visit. "From the time wher
she entered, I felt as if the crowd wa:
addressing royalty," remarked Paren
teau.
I believe that they were.
Article by Robert Bolter, Co-As
sociate Editor, The Gatepost.
Maya Angelou was the inaugural poet for President Bill Clinton
Angelou's works include several autobiographies, books of poetry,
plays, musical scores, and pieces for television and film.
She wrote IKnow Why the Caged Bird Sings, which was nominate
for the National Book Award in 1970.
One of her earlier works, "Just Give Me a Cool Drink ofWater fo
I Diiie," was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize in Literature.
Over 1,100 pack
auditorium, gym
Photo by Steve Dunwell
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"Legacy Our Wealth of Music," one of
the many Black History Month celebra-
tions, was held on Thursday, February
3, 1994. Sponsoring this event was Cul-
ture in Effect, SUAB, and the Black His-
tory Month Committee. Legacy is a one-
woman show in which the entertainer,
Maggie Brown, gives an oral presenta-
tion on the history of the great story-
rytelling tradition. Set to prerecorded
music, Maggie Brown engaged her au-
dience with a narrative lesson in Afri-
can-American musical history. Maggie,
along with her sound man Gary Tucker,
began their story with the early work
songs sung on southern plantations and
ended with present day urban contem-
porary rap music.
Maggie Brown is singing a traditional slave woi
song. Such songs were sung to help make the woi
more bearable and to give information to runawf
slaves.
Maggie puts her heart and soul into singing J;
tunes and demonstrating the Jazz art of Scat.
This colorful object is actually a West African musical instrument. Similar in use to the morocco, when
the instrument was shaken, the beads attached to the bottom of it would create the music.
Maggie's performance of the Gospel era was am<
the periods of music she covered.
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Black History
Month Jeopardy
''he Doomed Psych Students were not so doomed after all. Beth Bruneau, Culture in Effect the defending champs were able to protect their title. Rep-
levin Ostertog, Katie Bray, and Victor Masciarelli came in second. resenting the team was Kimberly Crawford, Joanel Key, Tara Jones, and
Victoria Ohene.
tz This is Black HistoryMonth Jeopardy. 1994's con-testants are three active cam-pus clubs, Culture in Effect,Student Union ActivitiesBoard (SUAB), and the Psy-chology Club. This event was
hosted by Craig Warner (Alex
Trebeck) and Beckie Clair-
mont. For the third straight
year, Culture in Effect won
the first place prize of seventy
five dollars and a Toni Mor-
rison book. The Doomed
Psych Students from the Psy-
chology Club took the second
place prize of fifty dollars and
General Cinema tickets.
SUAB won third prize, twen-
ty five dollars and movie
rentals from the Game Room.
'nDDDD
ue to the television version, Black History Month jeopardy had its answer
rard.
(Left) Kevin Ostertog answers ques- (Above) Representing SUAB were
tions for the Doomed Psych. Stu- Jen Giroux, Kerry Cromwell, Tami
dents. Rowett, and Vickie Popkowski.
-f
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Reggae Style
Reality Bites, Virtuality
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Student Government Association's
(SGA) infamous Blood Drive was an
overwhelming success that was held on
February 25th from 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Unfortunately for many students, this
drive was held the day after Senior
Countdown. Fortunately for the Amer-
ican Red Cross, sixty-eight students
found their way down to the Forum to
donate a pint of their lives.
The overly generous Men's Rugby Foot-
ball Club was one of the major highlights
of the day. More than half of the club
showed up to donate about fifteen pints
of blood. Another highlight of the day
was seeing the newly elected president
of SGA, Erin Reilly, showing great en-
thusiasm in leading the men of the Rug-
by Club through proper procedure of do-
nating while the current president was
found a little frazzled after donating.
SGA has been extremely successful in
recruiting many students to donate their
time and blood for the American Red
Cross. Many thanks go out to the vol-
unteer workers who took time out to be
there for the many students who donat-
ed blood. When needed, they were there
for comfort and support before, during,
and after donation of blood.
It is always a great pleasure to see the
amount of enthusiasm coming for the
students of Framingham State College.
Every year there has been a great in-
crease in the amount of donating stu-
dents. It was incredible to see so many
active students on a Friday afternoon.
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CAPE COD ALL
STARS PLAY H
XYeah, it was cold outside. Itwas the middle of winter and
everyone seemed a little tired of
shoveling snow. But the beach
party took place nonetheless.
The residence and commuter
cafes were the sites of the fes-
tivities as the Marriot Food
Services sponsored fun, music,
and barbecued cuisine. Ham-
burgers, hotdogs, salads, corn,
and other summertime dishes
seemed to erase the bitter cold
outside — at least for dinner-
time. The middle part of the
residence cafe served as the
"beach" — complete with vol-
leyball net and beach blankets.
The Cape Cod All Stars, a
musical group which has
played at a number of Senior
events at FSC in recent years,
were there as well. They played
traditional summertime music,
such as the Beach Boys, as well
as other more well known tunes
of the '90s (including one slam-
min' Van Halen rendition).
Although it seemed a little
bit bizarre at first (with loud
thunderous music seeping from
the once quiet cafes), the beach
parties proved for quite the
original and entertaining fun
time.
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'Tribal'
rhythms
Spring was here again. Seniors checked
the graduation list in Dwight (just to be
sure), and class attendance dropped in
inverse proportion to the rising temper-
atures. And, of course, it was time for
the annual Sandbox festivities.
Sandbox '94 included, among other
events, the first sold-out spring concert
in recent memory. A Tribe Called Quest
played to a capacity crowd in Dwight
Auditorium.
The New York based hip-hop group's
third album Midnight Marauders made
it to No. 1 on Billboard's R&B chart and
into the Top 10 on the Pop Albums
charts late last year.
The show started at 8 p.m. with the
opening act, The I-TONES.
The Student Union Activities Board
(SUAB) adopted "Oh What a Week" as
its theme, with events which began on
Tuesday, April 26.
The first event, Fun Flicks, ran from
12 to 5 p.m. in the Forum. Fun Flicks
was an interactive video production
booth that allows FSC students to take
home videos of themselves for free.
Wednesday, April 27, featured "The
Eye of the Storm" with speaker Jane El-
liot. Elliot created the discrimination ex-
A Tribe Called Quest performed in Dwight Auditorium as a part of Sandbox Weekend.
ercise, "Blue Eyes, Brown Eyes," to
demonstrate that discrimination is a
learned behavior.
She created the then-controversial ex-
ercise in 1968 immediately following the
assassination of Martin Luther King Jr.
Thursday, April 28, featured the re-
turn of hypnotist Ronny Romm, who was
a huge hit last year.
Events shifted into high gear on Fri-
day, starting with the Streetfair. This
featured over a dozen tables with vari-
ous clubs such as: The Art Activists, Phi
Upsilon Omicron, Foster Hall, BAC-
CHUS, Culture in Effect, FSC Cheer-
leaders, Business Club, RHA, Dial Year-
book, WDJM, and SUAB.
The fun included everything from fried
dough, ice cream sandwiches, mocktails,
t-shirts, pottery, ceramics, paints book
posters, and CDs.
The annual highlight of this Sprir
weekend was the Battle of the Bands i
the Forum.
WDJM broadcasted the show live. Tl
performers were selected from eigl
bands. A committee of six students chosj
the five best.
The events continued on Saturday
April 30, with the SGA cookout froi
noon to 4 p.m. The Cape Cod Travelir
All-Stars, a musical group, performed.;
Dunking booth gave students a chant
to soak Sue Fairfield, Kim Van Winkl
and The Gatepost's Comics Editor e:
traordinaire Chad Parenteau.
Article adapted from an articl
by Colin Fisher, The Gatepost.
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Sandbox '94
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FSC bands hit the stage.
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(Right of page) Tracy Marshall toasts the event
with a BACCHUS mocktail.
(Immediate right) This DJM-er helped to give away
hundreds of CDs and tapes.
(Below) SGA sold "tye-dye" boxers and brownies
for the sweet tooth.
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The Politics Club sponsored a "Farewell to Pres-
ident Nixon," who passed away a few weeks before.
Culture in Effect sponsored a braiding booth, where
students could get their hair braided for a few dol-
lars.
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The Streetfair goes on —
even though it was raining
outside
» • •
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(Left of page) Even Bill and Hillary were there.
They are seen here posing with members of the
Business and Economics Club.
Members of this booth make last-minute prepa-
rations for the Streetfair.
(Above) Jason Portanova — WDJM Publicity
Manager — poses with some other members in
front of the Great Giveaway.
Left) Jim and Seth sold pottery and other items
for Foster Hall. They amazed onlookers by con-
vincing people to buy almost anything they had.
Rumor has it that they're selling the Eiffel Tower
to the college next.
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(Right) Mike Hohenadel gets something cool to
drink at SUAB's annual cookout.
(Below) The Cape Cod Traveling All Stars per-
formed all their favorite summertime tunes behind
Dwight.
"•"* '_ _'4
The cookout was open to the general public again
this year and several Framingham residents came
to join in on the fun.
Students took time to relax— despite the fact th
finals were only weeks away.
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Maureen, Maria, Elena, Sara, and Kris seen to be
soaking up the atmosphere after the cookout.
Maia, Sue, and Erin get serenaded by one All Star
as they attempt to surf Dwight Beach.
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There's nothing like the great outdoors with friends. Todd looks all wet in the dunk tank.
!'
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(Above) These students make their way to the front d
of the line for some good summertime cooking.
Chad Parenteau delivered by raising a phenome- 4 I r '
nal amount of money for SAUB. % a I
did*
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(Above) Maria, Jen, and Sue ham it
up for the camera while waiting for
their turns to try to dunk the dunk
booth's next victim.
(Left of page) Large groups lined the
lawn of Dwight.
(Immediate left) SGA's Sue Fairfield
glances a fearful look at her next
challenger. Will she be dunked this
time?
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President Paul F. Weller gives
opening remarks to the auditor!
filled with parents and students.
60
Awards and
Recognition Ceremony
On April 24, the annual Spring Awards
nd Recognition Ceremony was held in
>wight Auditorium.
Each Spring, awards are given and
Decial recognition is paid to those stu-
ents who have achieved academic ex-
illence, and who are involved in co-cur-
cular activities at Framingham State
ollege.
Family and friends are invited to share
lis special day with their students. Be-
re the ceremony, there was a brunch
>ld for students and their families. Be-
lles recognizing each student during the
remony, Dr. Weller extended that rec-
;nition to each family that supported
eir student.
The ceremony began with the college-
onsored awards. Each award was giv-
by Weller and another member of the
ulty to students who have demon-
strated excellence in their field of study.
One such award was the Shaun Thorn-
ton Biology Department Award for Ex-
cellence in Research. This award was es-
tablished in 1993 through the contri-
butions of friends and family to honor
the memory of Thornton, who attended
FSC. The alumni-sponsored awards were
presented next by Mrs. Monya Hyman
Geller. Students were given scholarships
and awards in the memory of alumni and
faculty who — through their contribu-
tions to this campus — have made Fra-
mingham State what it is today. Finally,
Wendy Noyes presented the Recogni-
tion of Student Leaders Awards. Stu-
dents were picked from each club and
organization to be recognized for their
commitment to the organization and to
the FSC community.
Robert Bolter is seen here being congratulated by
President Weller for his award.
dent Weller presents a Home Economics stu
P with her award.
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The photos featured on this page are from the
Hilltop Players' performance of "Arsenic and Old
Lace." Turn to pages 64-65 for more photos of
this event.
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Below) Actors recreate scenes from Anne Frank's
iary.
*
THE HUMANITIES PLAYERS PRESENT
THE DIARY OF ANNE FRANK
Cast
ANNE FRANK Carrie A. Tewksbury
MARGOT FRANK.. ..Erika Haynie
OTTO FRANK Bob Grant
EDITH FRANK Maria Lizzi
PETER VAN DAAN..Stephen Barrett
MR. VAN DAAN. ...Dave Dobson
MRS. VAN DAAN. ..Nicole Scutro
MR. DUSSEL Kurt Mahon
MIEP Michele Hemstreet
MRS. KRALER Lois Ziegelman
Special Thanks To:
Alexandra Nolletti, Terry Thomas and Amy Kukta
Frank's
diary
performed
As many people around the
world remembered the Ho-
locaust on its 50th anniver-
sary, the Humanities Players
presented The Diary of Anne
Frank on Tuesday, May 10.
Anne Frank was almost 12
when she, her parents, sister
Margot, and four family
friends entered hiding shortly
after the Third Reich took
over in Amsterdam.
For two years, Frank and
her companions hid in a va-
cant annex above her father
Otto's office to avoid being
sent to one of Many Jewish
concentration camps.
During this time, Frank
kept a diary of her experienc-
es in the annex and of the lit-
tle contact she and her family
were permitted to have with
the outside world without be-
ing discovered.
Frank and her sister died of
typhus while being held in
Bergen-Belsen, a concentra-
tion camp in Germany. Iron-
ically, their deaths occurred a
few months short of the Hol-
ocaust's end.
Frank's father Otto recov-
ered Anne's diary after the
war. The diary was originally
written as notes for a book
Frank wished to publish after
she was freed from the camp.
"She wrote in her diary that
she wanted to be a writer . .
.
and I think that if she had
made it, she would have been
a great one," said Dr. Lois
Ziegelman, advisor of the Hu-
manities Players.
Since then, The Diary of
Anne Frank has been pub-
lished in hundreds of editions
and in several dozen lan-
guages. It has also been per-
formed as a play on Broad-
way. Today, it stands as a real
reminder of the Holocaust —
even to those who were not
affected by it firsthand.
The Humanities Players
worked during most of this
semester to play, practice, and
produce their version of the
play. The group took the stage
on Tuesday, May 10, in the
Dwight Auditorium.
Article contributed by
Catherine Socha, The
Gatepost.
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There's nothing like some
'Arsenic and Old Lace'
j
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SGA election
results:
Reilly new president, Van Winkle
wins VP
On Wednesday, April 6,Erin Reilly was electedPresident of the Stu-
dent Government As-
sociation (SGA) for the
1994-1995 school year.
Reilly, who is a Senator for the Class
of 1995, will take current President
Mike Hebert's place after Commence-
ment on May 29.
"I believe that the people who voted
chose the person that they thought best
(for the position)," said Reilly of the
election.
"I was pleased that it was a good race
and that it was close, and that none of
us have hard feelings against each oth-
er," said Reilly.
One of Reilly's first projects as SGA
President will be "setting up a com-
mittee which will consist of mem-
bers of clubs and organizations, and
any student interested," to discuss cam-
pus issues.
Reilly would like the committee to
meet over the summer and be able to
"generate a more positive attitude" on
campus next fall.
Reilly will also be working with the
Commuter Task Force and Target Vi-
sion this summer.
In Reilly's speech on Candidate's
Night, she spoke of student apathy, the
new smoking policy, and racial ten-
sions. Reilly also discussed solutions to
parking.
Reilly has been working with mem-
bers of Campus Po-
lice to alleviate
parking prob-
lems through
car pooling.
<2 'Ol4pt *w
Erin Reilly, SGA
President-Elect, is
seen here (left) ad-
dressing student
voters at the annu-
al Candidates'
Night.
Current Vice President Charles Gc
barino, also ran for the position. G*
barino said that he is going to contin
his participation in SGA by serving
the Academic Policies Commits'
where he is a representative, and cc
tinue directing the Student Escc
Service.
Kim Van Winkle won the position
SGA Vice President. She is curren •
Student Activities Treasurer and C
Chair of the Finance Committee.
Van Winkle, who is against t
closed-door lateness policy of some ft
ulty members, said she will "fight toe
and nail" for the rights of students.
Van Winkle also supports the idea
having a representative from each ck
'
and club at SGA meetings.
Article by Hope E. Murray, E(
tor-in-Chief, The Gatepost.
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Seniors (at last)!
Well, they finally made
it: only one year and
counting until graduation.
The Class of 1995 is now
on Senior ground.
The SGA elections for
the Class went, for the
most part, unchallenged
this year, with Todd Flan-
agan winning President
for the 1994-1995 year.
This will be his third year
as president.
Dale Curley made her
way from three-year Sec-
retary to Vice President.
Dianne Walden is now
Secretary.
Melissa Boutilier is also
returning for her fourth
year as Treasurer.
:tured above) Dale Curley, next year's Vice President ofthe Class of 1995,
ivers her speech during Candidates' Night.
ctured below is Student Activities Treasurer-Elect Chris Anderson.
hris recently served as Class and Club Treasurer. (Bottom right) Susy
ottberg was another candidate in the race for SGA president.
(Above) Nancy Segal served as the moderator during Candidates' Night.
SGA election results
President: Erin Reilly
Vice President: Kim Van Winkle
Secretary: Jenni Condon
Student Activities Treasurer: Chris Anderson
Class and Club Treasurer: Susan Fairfield
State Affairs Coordinator: Thomas Callinan
Board of Governors Resident Rep: Liz Kelly
Commuter Rep: Kristie Hanahan
Board of Governors Students-at-Large:
Mike Jackson, JeffKaton, Mayra Morales
Masspirg Chair: Carolyn Dunlea
Student Trustee: Armen Zildjian
Faculty of the Year: Dr. Marion Cohen
Administrator of the Year: Lee McElroy
Whether it's . .
.
... or giving blood while on your side
when you're alone . . .
. or part ofan intricate collaboration . .
68
Or maybe
sou re • • •
. . . looking ahead . .
• • or looking
. . . uh . . . well . . . we'll get back to you . .
-
II
Perhaps
you're . .
smiling . . .
. . . thinking . . .
. . or just plain losing it . . .
\9» 31
You might
be . . .
laughing about . . .
. . . posting it up . .
sitting around . . .
partying down .
all gussied up
. or living it up .
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It's what you make
looking around
out of earshot . . .
. . . obviously up to something . . .
or above the rest
.
>
-idlj
ordering out . . .
„-
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IIt's What You Make it
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Clubs and
Organizations
It's What You Make it
i
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BACCHUS
\
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(Left to right) Jada Jones, Kristina Healey, Tracy Marshall, Nikki Larrivere, Barri Cohen, and Jeff Desjarlais.
The club to Boost Alcohol
Consciousness Concerning the
Health of University Stu-
dents (BACCHUS) is not only
concerned with alcohol con-
sciousness. BACCHUS spon-
sors many events throughout
the year that concentrate on
all aspects of wellness. Their
first event this year was Well-
ness Week; throughout the
week, BACCHUS sponsored
lectures, movies, and games
that focused on alcohol and
drug awareness. During Val-
entine's Week, BACCHUS
hosted Kiss Week. Members
of BACCHUS handed out
coupon books focusing on the
importance of happy and safe
relationships.
Spring vacation is always a
time for relaxation and hav-
ing fun. The week before
Spring Break, BACCHUS
sponsored Safe Spring Break
Week. During this week, there
were tables set up with liter-
ature about sun cancer and
alcohol and drug awareness.
Finally, BACCHUS had
mocktails (cocktails minus the
alcohol) at the Homecoming
and Sandbox streetfairs.
BACCHUS's year was one
filled with fun and healthful
activities for the entire Fra-
mingham State community.
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Economics/
Business Club
Above are members of the active Economics/Business Club.
Economics and Business
ministration majors, mi-
rs, and all students are wel-
[Jme to join the Economics/
siness Club. The club
i msors many academic and
; ial events throughout the
S ir, including such events as
| Id trips, academic advising
Economics/Business clas-
,
and the chance for out-
nding students to be rec-
ognized by the National Hon-
or Society, Omicron Delta
Epsilon.
This year, the Economics
and Business Club partici-
pated in the Sandbox street-
fair. Students were given the
opportunity to get their pic-
ture taken with life-size card-
board pictures of Bill and
Hillary Clinton.
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Chemistry Club
Above are members of the Chemistry Club.
The purpose of the Chem-
istry Club is to foster stu-
dents' interest in and to pro-
vide a supplement to the for-
mal program of instruction in
the field of Chemistry. This
club, as with all others is open
to all students; their activities
include field trips, guest
speakers, and the general en-
couragement of scholarship in
chemistry. The chemistry
club is yet another great op-
portunity for students at Fra-
mingham State College to
further their interest in a sub-
ject outside the scheduled
classtime.
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Chorus
Above are members of the Framingham State College Chorus.
The Framingham State
iollege Chorus provides those
:udents who sing or play
assical instruments the op-
lortunity to apply those tai-
nts in rehearsal and per-
>rmance. The Chorus, which
open to both students and
iculty members, rehearses
^proximately two hours per
eek in preparation for con-
Jrts at the end of each se-
iester.
Each December, the Cho-
is performs holiday music at
s annual holiday concert
held on campus. In May, the
chorus held its annual spring
concert, and — after waiting
two years — the Chorus was
invited to sing at the com-
mencement ceremonies.
The Framingham State
College Chorus also provides
an opportunity for its mem-
bers to attend other concerts
in the area as club outings.
The Chorus members partic-
ipate with a serious intent,
and yet with enjoyment and
fun.
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Culture in Effect
(Back left to right) Michael Proctor, Tanya Jones, Lakeysha Dumas, Glendina Duncan, Tera Linton, Kandida Baurga, Yeshiva Davis, Victoria Ohei
Vanecia Harrison, and Lexanne Heslop. (Front) Advisor Janice Hoffman, Mayra Morales, Ina Jones, Carmen Rodriguez, and Tresa Carrington.
Culture in Effect is one of
the largest clubs on campus.
The club offers many activi-
ties and lectures for the entire
college community. A few of
the events sponsored by Cul-
ture in Effect were Reggae
dances, the Cultural Ball, and
hair braiding at the Sandbox
streetfair.
Culture in Effect co-spon-
sored all the Black History
Month activities. These
events included Black His-
tory Month Jeopardy, the
History of Hip Hop, the gos-
pel festival, & the play, "All
of Our Young Black Men are
Dying and Nobody Seems to
Care."
Culture in Effect's main
goal is to bring persons of dif-
ferent cultures together to
plan and to present cultural,
educational, and social pro-
grams of a multicultural na-
ture, and to enlighten the
campus about different views,
lifestyles, and cultures. The
greatest impact Culture in
Effect has made has been in
expanding the campuses
commitment to diversity.
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The Dial
ront center counter clockwise) Laura Cassiani, Cathy Socha, Tina Wong, Amy McGrail, & Nancy Segal. (Jon Miot is buried under the pile of yearbooks.)
)You may have seen us
ound campus. We're the
les at events with the an-
ting flash. You also may
ive seen us at the Horae-
iming streetfair selling raf-
I tickets, or at the Sandbox
reet fair with our ice cream
ndwiches. Even if you hav-
l't seen us, we've seen and
iptured you on film.
This year's Dial Yearbook
had a entirely new editing
staff. Cathy Socha was our
Editor-in-Chief; Tina Wong
& Amy McGrail served as Co-
Managing Editors; and Jon-
athan Miot was our Assistant
Managing Editor. Finding an
advisor for this year was a dif-
ficult task, but Beckie Clair-
mont — the director of the
Print Shop — came through
for us.
In 224 pages, we have tried
to sum up the entire academ-
ic year, as well as placing a
highlight on the senior class.
We chose the theme "It's
What You Make It" because
not only does it reflect the life
of Framingham State, but the
real world as well.
Hey, we dug up Jon. He's on the right working hard on a layout.
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The Gatepost
(Top left to right) Julie Farrell, Walter Korowski, Desmond McCarthy, Glede Browne, Dave Gradijan, Joe Conolly, Jason Griffiths, and Alec Goldma
(Middle) Kim Deely, Catherine Socha, Jason Portanova, Jennifer MacGillivray, John Bulens, Sue McDonald, and Maia Eckler. (Bottom) Chad Parentea
Steven E. Katsos, Michelle Lambert, Phil LeClare, Hope E. Murray, and Robert Bolter.
The Gatepost has been
Framingham State College's
student-run newspaper since
1932. The Gatepost has cov-
ered numerous happenings,
events, thoughts, and ideas
throughout the year on a
weekly basis.
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Graphic Arts Club
(Above) Members of Framingham State College's Graphic Arts Club.
'"ramingham State College
l many co-curricular clubs
1 activities which aim to
)and upon certain areas of
demic interest beyond the
ssroom setting.
)ne such club is the Graph-
\rts Club, which consists
Graphic Arts students and
any student who wishes to
pursue an interest of the
Graphic Arts. Members build
upon this field through hands-
on work with computers and
other related materials in or-
der to create and to educate
them in Graphic technology.
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History Club
i
1
(Left to right) Dr. P. Bradley Nutting, Tom, Dave, Amy, Kristina, and Kevin.
This year, the History Club
had its most active year yet.
To start off the year, the club
served up some ice cream at
the Ice Cream Giveaway dur-
ing Welcome Back Week. At
the Homecoming streetfair,
the History Club helped to
sell soda that was donated by
the Pepsi Corporation. The
club's two main events for the
year were a lecture given by
a Ben Franklin impersonator
and a trip to Old Sturbridge
90
Village.
The Ben Franklin lecture
was more of a play than a lec-
ture. Bill Meikle was Ben
Franklin and would become
totally immersed in his char-
acter. The audience would
also participate by asking
questions. The tricky part,
however, was that throughout
the entire performance only
questions pertinent to the
year 1789 were answered.
Home Economics
Club
Members of the Home Economics Club at their annual end-of-the-year banquet.
'f*i'^'^';/^{^'i(/sif'^$^''** 7'^
The Louise A. Nicholass
ome Economics Club is
len to all Home Economics
ijors as well as to anyone
terested in the field of
)me Economics. All of the
;etings, speakers, and Home
-sponsored campus events
3 designed to promote ca-
;r exploration, professional
velopment, networking,
and subject matter which is
useful within the Home Ec-
onomics field.
This year, the Home Eco-
nomics Club's activities in-
cluded the making of hand-
made earrings to sell at the
Homecoming streetfair and
participation in the annual
Christa McAuliffe Fashion
Show.
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Phi Upsilon I
Omicron i
Members of Phi Upsilon Omicron at their annual end-of-the-year banquet.
Phi Upsilon Omicron is a
National Honor Society in the
Home Economics Depart-
ment of Framingham State
College. Membership to Phi
Upsilon Omicron is by invi-
tation to Home Economics
majors who exhibit leader-
ship and professional poten-
tial.
Some of the activities that
Phi Upsilon Omicron partic-
ipated in this year were: the
Sandbox streetfair, where
they made Phi Dough (fried
dough), and the annual
Christa McAuliffe Fashion
Show.
r
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The Onyx
Members of the Onyx busy choosing submissions to appear in the Onyx.
The Onyx is the literary
Id visual magazine at Fra-
mgham State College. The
lyx is printed once at the
d of each school year and
ipies are made available to
idents.
Each year, hundreds of
»rt stories, poetry, and
otos are submitted for pos-
»le publication to the Onyx.
Choosing which submissions
which will appear in the mag-
azine is the job of the dedi-
cated reading board and the
officers.
At the end of this year, the
Onyx will be sharing office
space with the Dial Year-
book. The Onyx's new home
will be in room 414 of the Col-
lege Center.
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Residence Hall
Association
(Top left to right) Tom Callinan, Jen Farling, Rob Delviccio, Deb Dolin, Sara Parchesky, Michelle Bertolli, John Bulens. (Bottom) Tracey Crisp, Bet
Bruneau, Beckie McPhee, Phadra Martel.
The Residence Hall Asso-
ciation (RHA) is a student-
run representative body for
the resident students of Fra-
mingham State College. Each
residence hall has a hall gov-
ernment which is composed
of elected officers and floor
representatives. From each
hall government, two mem-
bers are sent to the weekly
RHA meetings.
This year, RHA sponsored
the Hall Decorating Contest
during Homecoming, the
Beach Party Dance, the Hall
Carnival, the annual Boat
Cruise, and helped the His-
tory Club sponsor a trip to Old
Sturbridge Village. The Hall
Decorating contest is held
every year during Homecom-
ing. Each hall decorated their
lobbies to match the Home-
coming Week theme. This
year's theme was "It's Worth
the Trip."
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Men's Rugby
The Framingham State College Men's Rugby in their power scrum.
This year, the name of the
umingham State College
tgby Football Club
>CRFC) was seen locally,
ionally, and internation-
al. In the community, the
CRFC renovated the top
)r of the Wayside Inn for
I ubled teens. The club also
I eived awards for their
I nmunity service at the
Massachusetts Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to
Children, and received a fine
writeup in the Framingham
Tab. The club was also rec-
ognized by Rugby Magazine
for their promotion of Rugby
as a sport.
Emil Sigues, America pre-
mier 7's Rugby coach, paid an
honorary visit to FSC. While
here Sigues gave the club a 7's
training session.
FSCRFC was also seen on
the international Rugby scene
when they toured to Nassau,
the Bahamas, to compete in
the annual international 7's
tournament during Spring
Break.
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Student Governmenl
Association
\'\
(Top left to right) Dave Vautour, Adam Marks, Susy Gottberg, Kim VanWinkle, Chuck Garbarino, Janel Bennett, Mike Herbert, Jenni Condon, N 1
Lydiard, and John Bulens. (Bottom) Chief Sayewich, Susan Fairfield, Nancy Segal, and Erin Reilly.
The Student Government
Association (SGA) is the cen-
ter of all political and social
activities for the students of
FSC. The primary duties of
the SGA are to provide fund-
ing through the Student Ac-
tivity Fee for over thirty or-
ganizations, to ensure repre-
sentation for the FSC stu-
dents to the State Student
Association, and to act on all
other matters which concern
the students of our college.
SGA also plays a major role
in the formulation of college
polices which are of mutual
concern to the students, fac-
ulty, and administration
through the all-college gov-
ernance system.
SGA was quite active dur-
ing this past year. SGA as they
do every year runs the stu-
dent elections and takes care
of the budgets for all of the
clubs on campus. SGA is also
trying to get the state to re-
lease funds that have been
promised to repair the Ecu-
menical Center located on
Maynard Street.
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Student Union
Activities Board
Members of this years Student Union Activities Board
irhe Student Union Activ-
es Board (SUAB) is one of
t largest and most active
bs on campus. As a club,
y create and produce many
:he events and activities at
imingham State College,
utilizing student ideas and
•rgies, SUAB attempts to
provide a wide variety of en-
tertainment for the Fra-
mingham State Community.
SUAB have sponsored ma-
jor concerts, dances, lectures,
caricaturists, palm readers,
films, spring break, cultural
activities, the annual fall
streetfair and spring Sandbox
weekend. SUAB also helps to
sponsor activities with the
smaller clubs on campus.
Through their help many
more lectures and trips could
be offered to students that
would not have been able to
happen.
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WDJM
Members of WDJM pose in front of their call numbers in their office on the fifth floor of the College Center.
WDJM is Framingham
State College's student-run
radio station. 91.3 on the FM
dial, WDJM offers their lis-
teners the very latest music
and special programming.
WDJM also covers most of the
major events on campus and
interviews with local area
bands.
During the year, WDJM
has hosted many events and
has also participated in both
the Homecoming and Sand-
box street fairs. At both street
fairs WDJM sold and gave
away CD's, tapes, and other
WDJM paraphernalia. Also
WDJM hosted the Great
Pumpkin Drop in October.
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Art Ink
Members of Art Ink take time
away from creating another
imasterpiece to have their picture
taken.
The Art Activists changed
>ir name this year to Art
;. The club decided on the
Tie change because mem-
*s felt that Art Activists
de the organization sound
e they lobbied. Have no
r; Art Ink only changed
•ir name, not their purpose.
Vrt Ink allows students to
| :ome familiar with the art
I rid inside and outside the
community. The club offers
an excellent experience for
students to meet with artists,
work with artists, and view
galleries, museums, and other
studio spaces.
Among the year's activi-
ties, Art Ink painted shirts at
Homecoming, a trip to New
York, and a trip to Washing-
ton DC.
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Towers Hall Government: (Front
row) Mickey Scherer, Clare Sullivan,
Anesti Agapiadis. (Middle row) Kelly
Boyce, Tanya Jones, Kandida Baer-
ga, Dale Curley, Linda Bradstreet,
Jeff Goodrich. (Back row) Sara Par-
chesky, Shana Nassar, Tom Callinan,
Jeff Gorczynski (RD), Miles Mc-
Partland, Walter Smith, Kurt Char-
bonnier.
Linsley Residence Assistants:
(Not in order) Paulette Mcintosh
(RD), Chris Coleman, Moira Com-
ack, Melissa Macchi, Mitch Hughes.
Horace Mann Hall Govern
ment: (L-R) Carole Smith, Deb En
gel, Kelly O'Connor, Jen Farling
Paula Raposo.
104
V
Towers Residence Assistants:
(Top row) Jeff Goodrich, Jeff Gor-
czynski (RD), Kurt Charbonnier,
Myles McPartland. (Second row)
Anesti Agapiadis, Mickey Scherer,
Clare Sullivan. (Third row) Kelly
Boyce, Linda Bradstreet, Kandida
Baerga. (Fourth row) Tom Callinan,
Tanya Jones, Carmen Rodriguez,
Dale Curley. (Front) Walter Smith.
Larned Hall Government
O
ft JA ? ">
Peirce Hall Government: (L-R)
Stacey VonStein, Tracy Crisp, Ste-
fanie Lipman, Amy Murray, Rhonda
Renzi, Paula Raposo (RD), Carole
Smith.
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Football Cheerleaders
(Above) The closeness of the squad can be seen as Tracey
Siggins, Nancy Greham, Melissa Covino, and Dana Scali
form a group hug.
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(Left) The cheerleaders got the crowd
pumped with their halftime routine.
••.
W.I
(Above) Showing their spirit, Marci Mc-
Keown and Tracey Sofronas do a "seat."
(Left) Tracey Sofronas, Amy Breton, and Jen
Mills take a break and pose for the camera.
(Far left) Presenting. . .the 1993 Football
Cheerleading Squad.
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Men and Worn
120 \
n's CrossCountry
, ^
1993 FSC Women's CC Roster
Name
Sherri Beck
Kim Burns
Michelle Doody
Jennifer Farley
Paula Forcier
Melanie Morse
Christine McCarthy
Dana Peterson
Head Coach: Dr. Ned Price
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Football
The 1993 Framingham State College
Ram Football season will be an impor-
tant year. This is the last year for senior
co-captain Rodd "Gonzo" Patten, who
will be sorely missed. This talented play-
er has totaled 122 grabs for 2,458 yards
and 30 touchdowns. His talent has not
gone unnoticed this year.
He was awarded the heralded Gold
Helmet Award for the second time this
season. Patten was selected in light of
his incredible performance against Mass
Maritime on Oct. 16. In the game (of-
fensively) Gonzo caught 6 passes for 142
yards, with 2 touchdowns (including a
79-yard kick off return for a score), he
returned 5 punts for a total of 44 yards,
and rushed for 13 yards. Defensively,
Rodd had 3 interceptions, had 2 pass
breakups and 2 tackles.
In December, Gonzo was also voted
ECAC Division III All-New England
Player of the Year. These awards are not
to be taken lightly. But Gonzo doesn't
expect the attention; he just goes out
onto the field and does the best he can.
Contributed by Christopher A.
Fama, Sports Editor, The Gatepost
Photos courtesy of The Gatepost and
Jada Jones
(Right) FSC defense stops the opposing team's ef-
forts to get a first down.
(Below, far right) Junior captain and linebacker
Dennis Mannone turns and smiles to the crowd.
(Below, right) Defensive back and senior captain
Mark Croteau prepares to block the opposing team.
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1993 FSC Football Roster
No. Name Pos
7 Todd Conley WR
10 Rich Haley DB
11 Mike Angellis QB
12 Matt Pratt QB
13 Bob Terelak DB
14 David DiDonato QB
16 Jim Ward WR
17 Mark Carpender DB/
K
DB18 Steve Facchetti
20 Eric Chamberlin RB
21 Ryan Buckley DB
22 Jack McPartlan RB
24 Chris LeBlanc RB
25 Bob Tetrault RB
26 Michael Alexopoulos RB
28 Sean Mattier RB
30 Mark Croteau (Capt.) DB
33 John Joyce RB
34 Joe Giordano RB
35 Todd Cantwell DB
37 Chris Shannon DB
39 Chad Brown DB
40 Dennis Mannone (Capt.) LB
41 Tim Puccio DB
42 Jeff Goodrich LB
45 Buddy Mitchell TE
46 Fred Barrett DB
48 Dan Bohane LB
51 George Melo DB
52 Dominick DiMarco OG
54 Steven Gelsomini LB
57 Jeff Mayer DB
58 Shawn Shea LB
59 Chris Donovan DE
64 Chris Laslocky OT
65 Jason Tombend OL
66 Jim Bougor OG
67 Keith Jones OG
70 Kevin Bell OT
71 Bill McCarthy C
75 Jim Girotti DE
76 Scott Hamilton OG
77 Karl Troupe DT
78 Toby Wilson OT
80 Derrick Gauvin WR
81 Michael Taveira WR
82 Geoff Uva WR
83 Dan Walsh RB
84 Mark Sullivan WR
86 Rodd Patten (Capt.) WR
87 Parry Linehan WR
88 Gregory Leland TE
89 Angelo Kapetanakos TE
91 Barry Brooks DL
93 Dennis Grillo DL
95 Jeffery Fox DE
97 Karl Ohmstede (Capt.) DT
99 Mark DeVincentis DE
'*-'i»...,,-V
NO. NAME
1 Amy Mangold
2 Robin Kaufman
3 Erin Hayes
4 Danielle Boucher
5 Maureen Friel
6 Lynn Heneberry
7 Kristie Barrett
8 Christine Devane
9 Sara Parchesky
10 Amy Cail
11 Michelle Parris
12 Michelle Killelea
15 Dana Brown
17 Sabrina Force
21 Jessica Fagan
— Jennifer Keimach
— Clare Sullivan
Head Coach: Janet Casey
Assis;tant: Cheryl O'Connell
Stick it to 'Em
(Above) This FSC player defends the goal
like she means it.
(Top right) A pre-game huddle sets things
off.
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Amy Mangold faces off with her opponent.
(Below) One FSC player eludes an oncoming
opponent.
(Left) The team starts up the field dur- Erin Hayes stares down the competi-
ing a game this season. tion.
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(Far right) Junior fullback Mike Flaherty
shows off his expertise with the ball during
practice, while sophomore mid-fielder Rich
Scarry watches.
(Below) Junior goalie Ritch Jordan stretch-
es out before a game.
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Men's Soccer
Ram's Soccer: a season
of ups and downs
The Framingham State College
(FSC) Men's Soccer team fin-
ished the 1993 soccer season with
a record of 7-9-2. This was an up
and down season for the Rams
and new coach John Ludgate.
In their first game, the Rams
played their hearts out and won
the game 1-0 over Salve Regina.
Even though the Rams won the
game, they lost the services of
junior half-back Matt Brown for
the season with an eye injury. The
Rams won their next two games
over Mass Maritime (3-1) and
Curry (2-1).
After starting the season 3-0,
the Rams went on a downslide as
they lost their next five games.
When Suffolk came on October 2,
the Rams luck changed. In a game
that FSC dominated, the Rams
had to settle for a 2-2 tie. It may
not have been a victory, but the
Rams were happy to end their los-
ing streak.
FSC's next two games were vic-
tories over Worcester State (4-1)
and Western New England Col-
lege (5-3). After losing 5-1 against
UMass/Dartmouth, the Rams
played UMass/Boston. In a close
game the Rams pulled out a 2-2
tie. Despite losing their next three
games to MASCAC rivals Salem
State (7-0), North Adams State
(4-0) and Bridgewater State (2-0),
the Rams played well.
After the three consecutive
losses, the Rams went down to
Dudley to play Nichols. In the
most exciting game of the year,
FSC came back from a 4-0 deficit
to win 5-4 in overtime. FSC ended
their season at home with a 3-2
victory over Emerson. This was
the last game for Jordan and sen-
ior captain Brian Linnehan who
have both played four years of
college soccer.
Article by Ritch Jordan
and Mike Flaherty, The
Gatepost
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No. Name Pos
1 Richard Jordan K
2 Derek LaCombe MF/F
3
4
Rich Scarry
Pierre Gabriel
MF
FB
5
6
Rennie Fryer
Adam Reitz
MF
MF/F
7
10
15
16
Kevin Ryan
Gary Eason
Chris O'Malley
John Andrews
MF
F
F/MF
MF/FB
18
20
21
22
Brian Linnehan (Capt.)MF/FB
Mike Flaherty FB
Bob Rojee MF/FB
Pete Heffernan MF/FB
— Jordan Dailey K
Head Coach: John Ludgate
Assistant: Dwight "Skully" Scandrett
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(Above left) Junior Chris O'Malley shows his
spirit by giving the team a "thumbs up."
(Above) Sophomore mid-fielder Kevin Ryan
heads the ball.
(Left) Sophomore Gary Eason skillfully guides
the ball down the field in an attempt for an
FSC goal.
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(Right) Senior co-captain Debra Strevens
struggles to gain control of the ball.
(Below) Sophomore Kristie Firmin gets in
position to head the ball.
Women's Soccer Roster
No. Name Position
6 Debra Strevens (Capt.) Mid
7 Lori Anne McNamara For
9 Kristie Firmin F/M
10 Mary Beaulieu Mid
11 Janine Harwich Mid
12 Cheryl Sliger M/G
15 Andi DiFalco Back
16 Christine Murray
(Capt.)
Goal
17 Amy Murray Back
18 Annmarie McMurtry For
19 Laura Bracco B/F
21 Heidi Lincoln Back
22 Beth D'Agostino Mid
24 Julia Harwich For
— Tracy Gledhill Back
Head Coach: John Matias
Assistant: Laura Snow
Manager: Kim Hassan
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Women's Soccer
Lady Rams roll 7-8-1 record
The Framingham State College (FSC)
vVomen's Soccer team played their last
same of the season on Tuesday, Nov. 2,
against Clark University in an upsetting
oss of 4-0.
Determined and enthused to win their
mal game, the Lady Rams entered the
^ame with a high level of intensity. The
?ame began getting very aggressive and
tension filled the brisk air at Maple Field
;hat afternoon. The game was mostly
Dlayed at centerfield and eventually
noved on the Ram's territory. Clark won
mick control of the ball despite many
ittempts from forwards Beth D'Agosti-
io, Julie Harwich, and Annmarie
VIcMurtry. Clark scored at 15:49. The
Same stayed aggressive as both teams
clearly wanted control of the game. Sen-
ior captain Debra Strevens and fresh-
man forwards Cheryl Sliger and Lori
McNamara played extremely well with
smooth passes and close shots on goal.
The second half proved to be a chal-
lenge for both teams. The Lady Rams
were not about to give up their last game
and with an inspiring team effort, played
hard to the end.
Defense played a major role in this
game, led by sophomores Laura Bracco,
Heidi Lincoln, and senior Janine Har-
wich. Clark challenged these players
from beginning to end, but the Rams put
up a good fight every step of the way.
FSC did all they could to gain control
of the game, but Clark found a way to
overcome their efforts and scored at
20:47.
In a last stitch effort by FSC, senior
captain Christine Murray was brought
to forward to oppose an offensive threat.
However, Clark took advantage of in-
experience in net and quickly scored 3
goals, pulling out to a 5-0 lead. Although
FSC was frustrated, they by no means
gave up and played a solid final game.
"Overall, the season went well. I want
to commend the seniors: Deb, Twit, Beth
and Jannine for their tremendous ef-
forts and team leadership. They will be
sorely missed" commented Coach Snow.
Contributed by Kim Hassan, The
Gatepost
(Above) Senior goalie Christine Murray smiles to the coach.
(Left) Sophomore Laura Bracco stays one step ahead the
opposing team.
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(Right) The Lady Rams gets into posi-
tion to return the serve.
(Below) Laura Walsh prepares to dig the
ball.
Lady Rams amass 9-15 record
The Women's Volleyball Team
ended the season with a 9-15 rec-
ord. The season should not be
looked on as disappointing by any
means, but rather as a rebuilding
year.
The team entered the season
with rookie Head Coach Guy
Tucker and three returning play-
ers, Cheryl Morin, Michelle Lowe,
and Laura Jean Walsh. Of the
three just mentioned, Walsh was
the only one who played last year.
Morin and Lowe played two years
ago. The rest of the players: Lisa
Masiello, Meghan O'Brien, Kris-
ten McCarthy, Dayna DelGaizo,
Dotty Catton and Laura Hartlen,
were all new to the team this year.
During the season, the young
team always played with a lot of
spirit and a "never say die" atti-
tude, whether they won or lost as
a team. This type of attitude can
be attributed to their coach, Guy
Tucker, who was a good mentor
for the team.
Because the team has nearly
80% of their games on the road,
a 9-15 record is respectable. They
were the only team to win a game
against Salem State at Massachu-
setts State College Athletic Corn
ference (MASCAC). Also aj
MASCAC, they beat Mass Mari
time in three games.
As far as the future is con
cerned, the FSC Women's Vollej
ball team will surprise many pec
pie next year. If this team stick
together they could go all the wa
to the championship. Next yes
the Women's Volleyball Team wi
bring a lot of excitement to Fr*
mingham.
Article by Richard Van
ano, The Gatepost.
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Volleyball
Lisa Masiello gets ready to set the ball.
No Name
2 Dayna DelGaizo
4 Laura Jean Walsh
5 Cheryl Morin
7 Lisa Masiello
8 Megan O'Brien
9 Michelle Lowe
10 Dotty Catton
11 Kristen McCarthy
12 Laura Hartlen
Head Coach: Guy Tucker
Assistant: Barbara Marshik
Pos
OH
MB
OH
OH
MB
MB
MB
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(Right) During the Salem State game, jun-
ior forward Greg Leland searches for the
help of an open man.
(Below) Junior forward Shawn Haggerty
prepares to take a foul shot.
-af-atf
1993-94 FSC Men's Basketball Roster
No
11
12
15
20
21
22
24
25
33
34
35
40
44
Name Position
Walter Smith G
Richard Pilling F
Rob Botts G
Joe Garland F
Bob Rojee G
Greg Leland F
Patrick Gamere G
Shawn Haggerty F
Mike Connor F
Angelo Kapetanakos C
Victor Koytikh (Capt.) G/F
Bruce Meacham G
Jeffery Rogers C
— Tom Deneen G
— Ross Dahlstrom G
— William Reed G
Head Coach: Togo Palazzi
Assistant: Ron Craven
Assistant: Dennis Zilembo
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Men's
Basketball
Men's hoop ends
season with 9-11
record
Framingham State College's (FSC)
men's basketball team saw their season
officially come to a close with a disap-
pointing loss to the Bears of Bridgewater
State in the opening round of the MAS-
CAC playoffs Tuesday February 22.
The Rams, who ended the regular sea-
son with a 9-11 record and a 7-5 record
in the conference, were riding a three
game winning streak into Tuesday's con-
test, a streak that included a 91-75 blow-
out of Bridgewater.
The season was a prominent one for
Koytikh, who led the MASCAC in scor-
ing with 25.1 points per game, and was
second in rebounding with an average of
7.8. He was also just honored as the
ECAC New England Player of the Week
for the third time this year.
Forward Joe Garland also ranked
highly, finishing fifth in the conference
in scoring with 19.9 points per game, and
was in the top ten in rebounding with
6.5 per game. "Dribble" Wilson was
among the top ten in scoring with 17.9
points per game.
Contributed by Dave Gradijan,
The Gatepost
All photos by Jada Jones
(Above) Junior guard Bob Rojee attempts to fake out the
Salem State player.
(Left) Junior captain Victor Koytikh's lay up is successful
despite Salem State's defense.
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Women's
Basketball
\\
On Monday, Feb. 14, Bridgewater
State College came to town for a MAS-
CAC conference game that would be
the last home game of the season. It
was too bad it had to end in a loss.
Bridgewater took control of the game
early and by half-way through the first
half they had a 25-5 lead. Their lead
extended to 29 points as the Rams
trailed 43-14 at the half. Senior co-cap-
tain Karen Pailler had four points and
junior co-captain Lisa Cheney and
freshman guard Stacey Wood each had
three points for FSC.
The second half was a little better
for the Rams as they kept exchanging
baskets with Bridgewater. FSC ended
up losing the game 78-43, but it was in
the last minute that the crowd started
cheering. Pailler was called for a foul,
her fifth of the game, and had to leave
the game. The fans went crazy as the
only senior on the team, Pailler (19
points), left the game for her final time
at FSC. She will be missed.
Contributed by Ritch Jordan,
The Gatepost
All photos by Jada Jones
(Above) Senior co-captain Karen Pailler searches for an
open person.
(Right) Senior forward Karen Pailler takes a shot.
(Left) Junior forward Rhonda Renzi and sophomore guard
Kimberly Moisan struggle to gain control of the ball from
Salem State.
(Below) Freshman guard Stacey Wood takes a foul shot.
1993-94 FSC Women's Basketball
Roster
No. Name Position
12 Stacey Wood G
14 Laura Jean Walsh G
21 Christine Agius G
22 Lisa Cheney (Capt.) F
23 Kimberly Moisan G
24 Rhonda Renzi F
32 Karen Pailler (Capt.) F
35 Christina de la Cruz C
42 Kerry Grady C
44 Christine Cirigano G
Head Coach: Ellen Thompson
Assistant: David DeAngelis
Assistant: Sean Fournier
llM
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(Right) Junior forward Dan Anderson shrugs
off the opposing team in an attempt to gain
control of the puck.
(Below) Senior co-captain Larry Shanahan
glides attempts goal.
Hockey
The Framingham State Men's Hock-
ey team played their last regular season
game on Saturday, Feb. 26 against ar-
chrival Fitchburg State. This game was
played in a playoff type atmosphere,
an atmosphere that was decidedly in
Framingham's control. Dan Anderson
staked the Rams to an early 1-0 lead
as he poked one past Falcon goalie Rob
Horn at the :31 mark of period one.
Anderson notched two more goals to
complete the first period hat trick. Lar-
ry Shanahan added his sixth goal of the
season and when the first bell sounded,
the Rams stood with a 4-1 lead.
Fitchburg edged closer after two per-
iods but Framingham forward Pete
Gallagher kept the lead secure with his
fourth tally of the season. Despite his
efforts, the third period was simply a
blitz by the Falcons as they scored four
goals in the first 4:33 to take a 7-5 lead
that they would never relinquish.
The loss ended the Rams regular sea-
son on a down note and put their rec-
ord at 13-8-3 overall and 9-5-2 in the
ECAC North division. These records
are good enough for the Rams to make
the playoffs at UMass Dartmouth.
Contributed by Joe Connolly,
Sports Editor, The Gatepost
(Above) Senior Mark Glovasky tends the goal.
(Far right) Senior co-captain Glen Chambless
beats the opposing team to the puck.
(Right) Freshman forward Savy Caruso is fac-
ing-off during the game against Fitchburg State.
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1993 FSC Ice Hockey Roster
No. Name Position
1 Mark Glovasky G
2 Eric Vaughan D
3 Dan Magner D
4 Jeff McNeil D
5 CJ Hedges D
7 Greg Salmaine D
8 Savy Caruso F
9 Jim Georgelis D
10 Mike Doran D
11 Mike Barry F
12 Glen Chambless (Capt.)F
13 Dan Anderson F
14 Rich Murphy D
15 Jamie Walker F
16 Dan Charrette D
17 Marty DeCourcey F
18 Larry Shanahan (Capt.)F
19 Bill Owens F
20 Peter Huber F
21 Mike Bailey F
22 Scott Gale F
23 Mike Connor D
24 Bill Cielakie (Capt.) D
25 Hank Kasbarian F
26 Rob Jones F
27 Brian Sullivan F
28 Peter Gallagher F
29 Paul Howard G
31 Mike DeForge G
Head Coach: Guy Angers
Assistant: Craig Boutilier
Manager: Scott Przybylski
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Softball
The Framingham State College
(FSC) softball team is looking to have
another good year after finishing with
an 18-9 record last year. The one area
that the Rams will have to improve on
this year is their play in the division.
Last year FSC had a 4-8 record in
the MASCAC, but is looking to com-
pete for the title this year. To do this,
the Rams will be looking for help and
leadership from their three captains,
Karen Pailler, Lisa Cronin, and Jean
Heafey.
After the captains, the Rams will be
looking for help from their returning
veterans. The best place to start will
be with their pitching. The Rams has
a team ERA of 1.82 last year and the
main reason for that was because of
Karen Cole.
Giving Cole some help this year will
be Kim Moisan who regularly plays
second base and is good on both ends
of the softball field. Laura Walsh is an-
other good player on the defensive end
with a .895 fielding percentage.
If the Rams are looking for some of-
fensive help, they can find it in center
fielder Lisa Cheney. Another outfielder
who should provide some offensive help
is Kris Cabral.
The Rams should receive some help
from newcomers Stacey Wood, Andie
DiFalco, Linda Bradstreet, Elena
Walker, and Nancy Killelea, all of
which will see some good playing time
and contribute to the team.
If the Rams play up to their poten-
tial they will have another great season
and maybe even a MASCAC confer-
ence championship.
Contributed by Ritch Jordan,
Photo Editor, The Gatepost.
All Photos by Jada Jones
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(above) Sophomore second baseman Kim Moisan listens
to Coach Ellen Thompson's instructions.
(right) Senior captain Karen Pailler gets set to charge a
grounder.
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(left) Senior first baseman Lisa Cronin stretches to reach
the ball before the runner makes it to first base.
(below) Junior pitcher Karen Cole winds up for the pitch.
1994 FSC Softball Roster
No. Name Pos
4 Laura Jean Walsh 3B
6 Linda Bradstreet OF
7 Lisa Cronin IB
11 Elena Walker C
12 Nancy Killelea Utl
13 Kim Moisan 2B
15 Andie DiFalco OF
16 Karen Pailler (Capt.) ss
17 Stacey Wood RF/1B
18 Kris Cabral OF
19 Kim Norman 2B/3B
24 Jean Heafey C
27 Karen Cole P
Head Coach: Ellen Thompson
Assistant: Ken George
Sophomore outfielder, Kris Cabral, gets a base hit.
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(Right) Sophomore outfielder Eric Roepsch
waits patiently for the pitch.
(Below) Senior Jon Hall winds up for the
pitch.
Baseball
FSC baseball preview
The upcoming season for the Fra-
mingham State College (FSC) Baseball
team looks to be one of uncertainty.
There are many questions to be an-
swered in the outfield, the pitching staff
and behind the plate.
"This year will be a crap shoot," said
Head Coach Mike Sarno, who in only his
third year as the head man at FSC, needs
23 more victories to become the win-
ningest coach in school history.
"We will be strong offensively and we
will be stronger than last year's pitching,
but the outfield is my main concern,"
said Sarno.
With the loss of co-captain Scott Faes-
sler, the school's all-time leading hitter
(.395) and Dave McColl, who batted .342
last season, there is certainly a major hole
to fill.
On the hill, Paul Capone, 9-2 (6th in
the nation for winning percentage) leaves
the roll of ace of the staff to be filled.
Coach Sarno believes that this spot
can be filled with the help of some of
the new players.
Contributed by Mike Connor,
Layout Editor, The Gatepost.
All Photos by Jada Jones
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1994 FSC Baseball Roster
*> fa
fl ft
No. Name Pos
3 Ron Conrad C/2B
4 Kevin Madeira ss
5 Kevin Albert 3B
7 Lenny Laflamme 2B
8 Mark Francescone P
9 Scott Spencer P/OF
10 Steve Picard P
2 12 Paul Pellegrini (Capt.) C
13 Adam Margolis Utl
14 Dan Curtin P
15 Joe Chiodo P
16 Jody Sammarco P
BUjk 17 Jim Wladkowski IB
18 Chris Grey (Capt.) SS
19 Jon Hall P/OF
21 Charles Hipp P
22 Steve Rayne OF
23 Eric Roepsch OF
24 Mike Morrissey OFhm 26 Mike Curran P/Utl
29 Chris Robertson P
34 Mike Malvesti P
Head Coach: Mike Sarno
Assistant: Joe Arena
Assistant: Bill Vanleuvan
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(Above) Sophomore pitcher Joe Chiodo fol-
lows through on his pitch.
(Above left) Senior captain Chris Greg tags
third base on his way to home plate.
(Above right) Senior Jon Hall powerfully
pitches the ball.
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It's What You Make it
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Academically
speaking . .
.
The following is an excerpt from The Gate-
post Interview with Barbara Vanden Akker, As-
istant Director of Admissions for the past three
>ears. She has worked in the Office of Admis-
ions for five years. She is a 1989 graduate of
7ramingham State College.
"You can get the best education at Framingh-
im State. You can get as good an education as
i'ou want to get here. If you really work hard
md let the teachers know that you are interested
aid a dedicated student, you are going to get a
errific education here and don't let anyone tell
ou any different.
"As a graduate student now at Clark Univer-
sity, I was a little intimidated being an art major
from a state college. I am doing very well. They
are very impressed. They can't believe that I
come from a state school. I tell them, Framingh-
am State is a great place; it's a great education.
"Take advantage of what this college has to
offer while you're here. It's different from a lot
of colleges; there are faculty that will really go
the distance for you. They want you to be suc-
cessful. You don't have that at all colleges. You
can really take advantage of it and really go far."
Contributed by Suzanne McDonald, The
Gatepost.
Framingham State College held its First Annual
Recognition Ceremony on October 25. The luncheon
honored members of the community who have
dedicated from 15 to over 30 years to FSC.
25 Years
Maiwina Allen
John Ambacher
Arthur Doyle
Lorraine Low
Harriet Miller
Margaret Potter
Josephine Reiter
Albert Richer
Roberta Roberts
Carol Russell
Lois Ziegelman
Thank you
for your
continued
support and
effort.
Over 30 Years
Joan Horrigan
Robert Marsh
Elaine Store 11a
Clayton Travis
Katherine Manthornc
Dudley Marsh
Mary Burns
20 Years
Robert Beck
Douglas Bloomquist
John Budz
Joyce Hoffman
Donald Krier
Joseph Lopes
Diane Lowe
Marccne Marcoux
Richard Milaszewski
Jerry Natterstad
Martin Price
Larry Simonson
Michael White
John Wyeth
30 Years
Noel Brooks
Walter Czarnec
Mary Murphy
15 Years
George Baraiolo
Thelma Berman
Lawrence Brown
Cathleen Buydoso
William Clemons
Marian Cohen
Maria Dacosta
Arlene Handschuch
Marilyn Harter
Regina Irwin
George Jamis
Cheryl Kavanagh
Judy Klaas
John Lewis
Margaret Lidback
Virginia Rierdan
Marion Slack
Robert Wallace
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mSachiko Beck
Marc Cote
Jim Eng (Chair)
Bob Evans
Leah Lipton
Gene Sullivan
Not Shown:
John Anderson
Barbara Milot
Brucia Witthoft
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Art at FSC: A Connection
Between
the Academics and Social
Aspects of Collegiate Life
At FSC, Art is a major that is more than just a
classroom experience. Professor Marc Cote teaches
the print classes, color, and Drawing I and II. Cur-
rently, he is also the Director of the Mazmanian Gal-
lery at the College Center.
Besides being an artist and the Director of the Gal-
lery, the importance of the role of the artist as an art
educator must be recognized. The art teacher should
be as involved as possible with his or her own art work.
Not only must the essential beauty of form, shape,
and color be taught but also what to do with the tal-
ents when the student leaves the college campus. If
the professor is an artist, practicing artist, trying to
exhibit in galleries and submitting works for grants
and applications, the more the professor knows about
the process, the more an educator can bring to bear
with students, the more avenues will be opened fo
them.
The Gallery's role is to provide a place for differen
people of different majors or interests to come to
gether. Art is sort of like a magnet. It is so open-ende
that one can look at it from several different per
spectives.
During gallery opening receptions it is always ir
teresting to listen to interpretations of faculty fror
different departments such as History or English. The
always bring something else besides what art profes
sors are used to listening to. It is always valid ani
intriguing. Art is seen by all kinds of people and a
classes of people.
Contributed by Nirmala Jayanthi,
The Gatepos\
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What is ecology? Take the course!
Although the word ecology is tossed around a lot
these days, most people don't really know what ecol-
ogy is all about. A way to learn more is to take Ecol-
ogy, a course taught by Professor Phil Stanton.
Basically ecology is the interaction of living sys-
tems such as forests, lakes, rivers, streams, and
oceans, along with the animals and plants that live
there.
You might learn that, in Massachusetts, we live
in an area that has a predominately deciduous forest.
This is a topic that could bore some people, but not
the way Stanton teaches, with numerous trips to the
woods.
Contributed by Peter Megdal The Gatepost.
Dr. William Barklow
Dr. Richard Beckwitt
Dr. Margaret Carroll
Dr. Paul Cotter
Dr. Rene LeBlanc
Dr. Joseph Previte
Dr. Elwin Reese
Dr. Frederick Robbins
Dr. Chester Roskey (Chair)
Dr. William Spense
Philip Stanton
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Business and Economics
Department Helps Fund
New Computer Lab in
Hemenway
The new lab, located in Hemenway Hall (HH) 307,
features 25 state-of-the-art 486 personal computers.
The facility becomes the fourth computer lab opened
in Hemenway Hall in the last five years, and brings
the total of general use PC's at FSC to 85.
Recognizing the need for computers in the busi-
ness world, the Economics and Business Adminis-
tration Department used part of their educational
fund in 1989 for the lab in HH126. Since then, the
lab has become a general use for FSC students.
"We do need the use of the space as a classroom,
but we also need lab space," said Professor Martha
Meaney, Chair of the Economics and Business Ad-
ministration Department.
Although it is primarily for Economics and Busi-
ness Administration students, HH 307 is being used
by other departments.
"What we have added is a college-wide resource,"
said Vice President of Administration and Finance
John Horrigan.
Contributed by Phil LeClare, The Gatepost.
Dr. Joseph Barr
Robert Devine
John Ding
Christine Doyle-Burke
Maureen Dunne
Louis Farina
Dr. Ramakrishnan Koundinya
Dr. Donald Krier
Donald MacRitchie
Dr. Marie McKinney
Martha Meaney (Chair)
Dr. Mary Rogers
Dr. Peter Ryan
Beverly Soriano
Dr. Robert Wallace
Dr. Charles White
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F/3
Dr. Malwinia Allen
Jean Anes
Dr. Robert Beck
Dr. Brenda Braaten
Dr. Thomas Eames
Dr. Richard Milaszewski
Dr. Carol Russell (Chair)
Dr. Larry Simonsen
Dr. Kevin Whitburn
Dr. Kevin Whitburn
Is the principal investigator and co-author of a research paper
entitled: "Sterically Stabilized Liposomes for Targeted Oral Nutrient
Delivery." The article has been accepted for presentation at the nineteenth
Army Science Conference at Orlando, Florida in June. The paper
describes a delivery system that has the potential to protect orally ingested
therapeutics from degregation in the gastrointestinal tract, and as a result
of Whitburn's ongoing research collaboration with the U.S. Army Natick
Research, Development and Engineering Center. Oral delivery has been
recently described in the biotech literature as "the holy grail" for
important fragile pharmaceuticals.
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Jeff Baker Elizabeth Kelley Donna Walcovy (Chair)
Lisa Burke Edward Melegian Missing:
Dr. John Davis Josephine Reiter Joan Horrigan
Robert Johnson, Jr. Leslie Starobin Karen Roehr
Michael Kaplan Derrick TePaske James Savas
u w i im J
FSC Communication Arts
Department
embarks on the digital
competitive edge
Last summer, the Communication Arts Depart-
ment at Framingham State College purchased an ad-
vanced digital sound recording system to replace its
old analog recording system.
The purchase was made possible through a grant
given to the department by Dr. Helen Heineman, Vice
President of Academic Affairs.
The grant, which was in excess of $60,000, permit-
ted both the audio and visual departments to be up-
graded. Items such as tube cameras were replaced with
CCD chip cameras, which enable a clearer picture and
can be installed with computer disks to replace video
cassettes in the future.
Audio-Video Research, the store in Watertown from
which the equipment was purchased, offered students
the opportunity to do their internships at the store.
"They are proud of the program (at FSC)," saic
Donna Walcovy, Chair of the Communication Arts
Department. "We are building a reputation of qual
ity."
Making FSC more competitive is one goal of tht
new purchases. FSC has begun making strides to
wards this goal and has an advantage over some large)
schools, such as Boston University (BU) and Emersor
College.
Contributed by Maria Paduano and Karma
Franklin, The Gatepost
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Dr. Mary Murphy
English Professor for 35 years
For the past 35 years, Dr. Mary Murphy has been
with the faculty of Framingham State College. She
has seen many changes in the administration, the
departments, and campus life. Here she speaks in
the February 11, 1994 Gatepost Interview on Fra-
mingham State College.
She feels that the Gatepost is a very strong force.
She enjoys reading it and wishes we could get more
people to read it. She was pleased to have The Gate-
post get involved in the question about women's roles
and all.
In the future, she would like to see us do more
recruiting with the age group that never had a chance
to go to college. Many, many young women, in par-
ticular, who either married young, or went to work
in other fields young, are now up against what hap-
pened in 1948: too few jobs and too many people.
"I don't think we're going away. We're strong, vi-
brant and we are the first, and nobody ever does
away with the first."
Contributed by Diane Usenia, The Gatepost.
Dr. Elaine Beilin
Dr. Kathleen Beyer
Dr. Richard Chartier
Dr. Allen Feldman
Dr. Thomas Grove
Marilyn Harter
Dr. Bernard Horn
Dr. Joseph Jurich
Dr. Desmond McCarthy
Catherine McLaughlin
Dr. Mary Murphy
Dr. Jerry Natterstad
Dr. Arthur Nolletti
Dr. Julia Scandrett
Dr. Mark Seiden
Dr. Louis Zeigelman
Instructors:
Mary Burns
Katherine Manthorne
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Mathematics
Dr. Fred Bown
Dr. Warren Chase
Joyce Cutler
Dr. Walter Czarnec
Anita Goldner
Dr. Thomas Koshy (Chair)
Dr. Kenneth Preskenis
Mohammad Salmassi
Dr. Sonja Sandberg
Dr. Anne Sevin
Sue Sporte
Missing from photo:
Dr. John Lewis
Dr. Ned Price
Dr. Betsey Whitman
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Nursing
Stephen Bolio
Dr. Susan Conrad
Dr. Mary Haley
Dr. Dolores Torti (Chair)
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Physics
Dr. Arthur Doyle (Chair)
Dr. John Murray
Dr. Paul Peterson
Psychology
Dr. Douglas Bloomquist
Dr. John Budz
Dr. Leonard Flynn (Chair)
Dr. Joyce Hoffman
Dr. Harry Julia
Dr. Harold Kiess
Dr. Lorraine Low
Dr. Pamela Ludemann
Dr. Bridgett Perry
Dr. Barrie Westerman
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Various Degrees
of Study
(Left) So much to study, so little time.
(Above) Sleep study.
(Left) Pit crew.
(Far left) What else can I eat?
.*** t 'SB*
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The Class of 1994
celebrates its last year
together
FSC presents the Senior class
Every October at Framingham State College (FSC), a very special ceremony isheld. Seniors find themselves in their graduation gowns — a great bargain at
$19.94 (get it?) — for the first time. Congratulations are in order. These students
are Seniors now.
Family and friends piled into Dwight Auditorium as the FSC faculty and administrators
greeted members of the Class of 1994.
Several members of the class' Executive Board — including Steven Mayo, president —
addressed the class in the forms of speeches and various class readings.
Karyn LeBlanc, also a Senior, sang several solos in tribute to the class.
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(Above) The Class of 1994 Executive
Board helped to organize various
events during the school year. The
group is pictured here after the In-
vestiture ceremony.
(Right) Jennifer Parker enjoys the
sunshine outside Dwight Auditori-
Congratulations
You're a
Senior! Now
what?
Investiture is
a great place
to start!
•««*«WV
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(Below) Nobody here but Karla and her
butts.
(Above) People enjoy a night
out at the pub.
(Above) The joint's really hopping when the Linsley
crowd visits the Ram's Den.
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Senior Kickoff
167
Senior
Countdown
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And so it goes . . . only ninety-four days
left until the Class of 1994 Commence-
ment. What's a senior to do? Party, of
course! The place: the Snackbar and the
Ram's Den Pub. Come as you are, but
come ready to have a good time.
The Class of 1994 sure danced the
night away at Senior Countdown as they
faced the brink of their last semester at
Framingham State College. There was
dancing with that special someone, rem-
iniscing the past few (or not so few) years
at FSC with friends, and even enjoying
a quick drink with a pal in the Pub.
Senior Countdown has been a tradi-
tion for several years and occurs an exact
number of days before graduation. For
example, the Class of 1994 celebrated
Senior Countdown ninety-four days be-
fore graduation. This could only make
people wonder what the graduates of '00
will do.
The Class of 1995 volunteers worked
hard to clean up afterwards after a sce-
nic stint in the ever-so-familiar hallway
outside the cafe. Well, there's always
next year . . .
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It's been
a long
strange
trip.
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On behalf of the Officers and Executive
Board of the Class of 1994, 1 wish each member
of this class the very best in the future. I ask
of you to establish your dreams and goals, and
to seek fulfillment of them. Also, I hope you
remember the challenges and sacrifices you
have faced at Framingham State College, and
when new ones arise, confront them with de-
termination and optimism.
Steven Mayo
President of the Class of 1994
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Anesti Agapiadis
Biology
Stephanie Albert
Fashion Merchandising
Kerri Ann Anastas
Clothing & Textiles
Mark Andersson
Communication Arts
Paula Angelini
Elementary Education
Denise Arena
Spanish/Teaching
Joyce Arslanian
Economics
Lisa Baglione
Clothing & Textiles
Julie Bane
Elementary Education
Kristine Bankosky
Communication Arts
Tanya Bastarache
Business Administration
Michelle Bedard
Early Childhood Education
Michael Bedore
English
Alison Benassi
English
Lauren Berger
Sociology
Amy Bernier
Biology
Michelle "Shellbie"
Bernstein
Sociology
Michelle Bertoldi
Consumer & Family Studies
Daniel M. Bitar
Geography
Christopher Block
Geography
Robert Bolter
Business Administration
Helen Bonnett
Elementary Education
Diana Bortolussi
Sociology
Lynn Boudreau
Early Childhood Education
m
Kevin Bourque
Elementary Education
Dianne Bowman
Consumer & Family Studies
Kelly Boyce
Sociology
Michael Branch
Sociology
Lori Breen
English
Jennifer Brigham
Clothing & Textiles
Sharron Browinski
Early Childhood Education
Rachelle Brown
Elementary Education
Victoria Brunelle
Clothing & Textiles
Donald Bugbee
Business Administration
Edward Burke
Political Science
,
Heather Cady
Early Childhood Education
Carlene Campbell
Sociology
Amy Caira
Early Childhood Education
Suzanne Carinci
English
Heather A. Carlton
Elementary Education
Donna Carrigan
Food & Nutrition
Kerri Casarano
Business Administration
Julie Champion
Business Administration
Christine Chase
Clothing & Textiles
Larry L. Chism
Sociology
William Cielakie Jr.
Business Administration
Kenneth A. Clow III
Political Science
Jennifer Cockreham
Early Childhood Education
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Daniel R. Cody
Geography
Barri Cohen
Sociology
Tawni Collins
Business Administration
Paula Conkey
Psychology
John Connolly
Chemistry & Biology
Kimberly Connor
Early Childhood Education
Karin Conrad
English
Shannon Conway
Sociology
Laura Coppola
Sociology
Amy Cosindas
Consumer & Family Studies
Sarah Elizabeth Cote
Business Administration
Deborah Cotter
Mathematics
Lana Couillard
Communication Arts
Kevin Coyne
Political Science
Amy Crossman
Clothing & Textiles
Mark Croteau
English
Laura Crum
History
Beth D'Agostino
Sociology
Don Davidson
Business Administration
Mary K. DeCourcey
English
Jennifer Decrescenzo
Elementary Education
Catherine DeEscobar
Clothing & Textiles
Stephanie Dejnak
Elementary Education
Annemarie Delgado
English
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Mary Beth Delorey
Psychology
Candace Delvecchio
Psychology
Jennifer Denley
Elementary Education
Joseph Depauw Jr.
Nutrition & Economics
Laurie Dlugos
Consumer & Family Studies
Tim Doherty
Political Science
Jennifer Dolan
Communication Arts
Chris Donovan
Sociology
Michelle Doody
Sociology
Kathy Dowling
Business Administration
Daniel J. Dumalac
Business Administration
Corey A. Dumford
Nursing
Elizabeth Durand
Business Administration
Denise Duteau
Sociology
Brian Eason
Business Administration
Isabelle Eckelhoefer
Biology
Maia Eckler
English
Rachel Elias
Sociology
Chiara R. Elie
Clothing & Textiles
Laura Esdale
Clothing & Textiles
Helena Fahy
Communication Arts
Julie Farrell
Political Science
Amy Fistel
Consumer & Family Studies
Lynne Flaherty
Psychology
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Cari-Ann Fleming
Early Childhood Education
Elizabeth Fortin
Food Science
Susan A. Fotland
Psychology
Colleen Frain
Sociology
Melissa Francese
Clothing & Textiles
Elizabeth Frederico
Business Administration
Kimberly French
Psychology
Eduarda Frias
Psychology
Pamela H. Friedman
Nursing
Laura L. Garand
Business Administration
Dawn Gebhardt
Business Administration
Christina K. Giovannes
Business Administration
Kelley Glynn
Psychology
Karen Goddard
Psychology
Jennifer Godin
Biology
Quavardis Gomes
Geography
Elisabeth Goncalves
Business Administration
Bridget Gonneville
Psychology
Albert M. Goodniss
Computer Science
Wayne Gopaul
Biology
John Gorman
Business Administration
Sandra A. Gould
Communication Arts
Deb Gozdeck
Spanish
David A. Gradijan
English
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Kristin Graves
Psychology
Kelly Griffin
Elementary Education
Jennifer M. Guerriero
Consumer & Family Studies
Anne E. Harmon
Psychology
Christopher Haroian
Political Science
Jason Haroutunian
Geography
Amy Harris
English
Rachel Harrison
Psychology
Joshua Harting
English
Jannine Harwich
Early Childhood Education
Kimberly Hassan
Early Childhood Education
Darcy Hawes
Sociology
Jean Heafey
Business Administration
Kristina Healey
Psychology
Daniel Hescock
Mathematics
Siobhan Hoban
Sociology
Michael Hohenadel
Art
Jennifer Holmes
Psychology
Shelley Howarth
Food & Nutrition
Heather Howland
Psychology
Laura Huke
Sociology
Liza M. Hunter
Psychology
Kara Hurley
Sociology
Larrie Irvine
Elementary Education
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Sonja Jacques
Psychology
Ellen P. Jasset
Consumer & Family Studies
Paula Jasset
Geography
Melissa Johnson
Elementary Education
Carrie Johnston
Psychology
Tracie June
Early Childhood Education
Voula Kapalis
Business Administration
Robin Kaufman
Psychology
Catherine Keenan
Psychology
Brian Kench
Business Administration
Johanna Kennedy
Psychology
Joanel Key
Food & Nutrition
Kimberley Kiess
Early Childhood Education
Natalie Knight
Art
Jennifer Kramer
Psychology
Tanya Kurland
Communication Arts
Ian Kurtinitis
English
Kristin LaBreck
Psychology
Kathleen D. Lamb
Psychology
Jodi Lamont
Early Childhood Education
Regina Lamont
Early Childhood Education
Darcie A. Langone
Sociology
Glen LaValley
English
Philip LeClare
English
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Iris K.P. Leong
Business Administration
Seth Levenson
English
Cynthia T. Lichtenstein
Art
Karla Lindquist
Spanish
Brian Linnehan
Art
Stefanie Lipman
Psychology
Cynthia London
Psychology
Kimberly Longto
Communication Arts
Jennifer Longworth
Art
Claire Lowe
Elementary Education
Nicole Lutts
English
Carlo Macchi
Business Administration
Melissa Macchi
Communication Arts
Debra MacGregor
Biology
Meredith MacPhail
Sociology
Marilyn Madden
Elementary Education
Kristine Magnuson
Elementary Education
Matthew Majeski
Geography
Mandy Manocchio
Clothing & Textiles
Deborah Manzelli
Psychology
Wendy Marcucci
Communication Arts
Franceschina Mariano
Business Administration
Heidi Marsh
Food & Nutrition
Phaedra Martell
Business Administration
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Beatriz Martinez
Art
Lori Martioski
Chemistry
Fumie Masutani
Communication Arts
Steven Mayo
Business Administration
Pamela McCann
Psychology
William McCarthy
Sociology
David Mccoll
Sociology
Tina P. McDonald
Art
Sharon McDowell
History
Jodi Elizabeth McEntegart
Elementary Education
Andrea J. McKinstry
Consumer & Family Studies
Amanda McLeod
Sociology
Teresa Mcmanus
Early Childhood Education
Laurie McPherson
Business Administration
Lauren Melanson
Elementary Education
Tim Meleedy
Geography
Maria Mercuri
Biology
Suzanne Merloni
Clothing & Textiles
Helene Messina
Art
Stephanie Micco
Elementary Education
Jennifer Miller
Clothing & Textiles
Eric Montague
Communication Arts
Betsy Moran
Biology
Kimberly Moran
English
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Julie A. Morgan
Consumer & Family Studies
Lisa Morin
Early Childhood Education
Kirstin Motta
Communication Arts
Kristin L. Moxham
History
Colleen Murphy
Elementary Education
Laura Jean Murphy
Consumer & Family Studies
Shannon J. Murphy
Sociology
Amy C. Murray
English
Hope E. Murray
English
Roger Nelson
English
Gary J. Neves
Business Administration
Terryellen O'Neil
Communication Arts
Catherine O'Toole
Psychology
Kim Ohman
Sociology
Lauren Paap
Psychology
Christina Paolini
Sociology
Stacey Paradise
Consumer & Family Studies
Todd Paris
Philosophy
Rodd Patten
Geography
Dalva Pereira
Clothing & Textiles
Kathleen Peters
Early Childhood Education
Andrea Petrucci
Art
Stacey Phelan
Communication Arts
Matthew Pike
Communication Arts
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Alexander S. Porter
English
Jayne Potts
Sociology
Deborah Powell
Food & Nutrition
Christopher Pratt
Art
James Prystowski
Business Administration
Richard L. Quinlivan
History
Kathleen Quinn
Psychology
Debra Reid
Psychology
Susan Reidy
Elementary Education
Priscilla Reinhardt
Clothing & Textiles
Michelle Ricard
English
Lawrence M. Richards
Business Administration
Karen Roeber
Early Childhood Education
Brian Rogalewski
Communication Arts
Kathleen Rose
Art
Barbara Ruzzo
Sociology
Paula Saari
Psychology
Carrie Ann Sarao
Communication Arts
Michele Sayce
Psychology
Nancy A. Segal
Food & Nutrition
Therese Sevigny
French
Larry Shanahan
Sociology
Elaine L. Sherwood
Food & Nutrition
Dianne Shilowski
Early Childhood Education
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Donna Simonsen
Art
Richard Simeone
Political Science
Richard F. Skehan
Communication Arts
Lewis J. Slavet
Business Administration
Craig Smith
Business Administration
Jennifer A. Smith
Communication Arts
Lisa Smith
History
Lisa A. Sniezek
Clothing & Textiles
Robson S. Spinola
Biology
Jennifer Stephen
Business Administration
Joanne Stiglich
Early Childhood Education
Carolyn Strahan
Early Childhood Education
Ginamarie Stuffle
Sociology
Cromwell Tambi
Mathematics
Todd Taylor
Business Administration
Amy Thibodeau
Biology
Carla Tierno
Psychology
Ellen Tingley
Sociology
Melissa A. Tracy
Early Childhood Education
Robert Treggiari
Biology
Pamela Trezzi
Sociology
Ivory Louise Triplett
Sociology
Stella Tsiros
Sociology
Diane Usenia
English
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Betti Veenpere
Education/Consumer & Family
Studies
Karen M. Wallace
Computer Science
Jeffrey Wallach
Business Administration
Julie Wallis
Sociology
Sharon Washburn
Communication Arts
Brian Webb
Business Administration
Kristen L. Wells
Sociology
Elizabeth Wnek
Elementary Education
Noga Woronoff
Computer Science
Claire Yeh
Business Administration
Mary Zavolas-McCourt
Early Childhood Education
Amy Davies
Art
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Elise Arruda
Psychology
Kellie A. Kopke
Elementary Education
Rhonda Hoye
Elementary Education
Michelle Lambert
Communication Arts
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Camera Shy Graduates
Art Todd S. Boulay
S Robert A. Burns
. Lisa Avery Nicole J. Campo
is Jirasa Bhumichitr William M. Carnicelli
Robyn Bluestein Glenn R. Chambless
Maribeth Boyd Peter A. Clemons
s Abigail H. Brown Brian L. Coburn
Margot A. Brown Jason W. Cochrane
l
Terri Cogliano Kimberly L. Conarro
Amy C. Davies Thomas A. Cook
Jennifer L. Fusco Nancy J. DiBenedetto
Belinda R. Goodwin Michelle A. Dikmak
Allyson M. Hanlon Amy Doliner
Kristen M. Kempskie Michael J. Doran
Maria C. Lizzi Daniel J. Doucet
Debra L. Murphy Joseph M. Douglas
Suzette H. Noecker Jeffrey P. Duclos
Eric L. Reilly Thomas E. Dunn
Andrew J. Robinshaw Elisa Esposito
: Annette J. Sera Steven 0. Facchetti
Monica L. Stevens Michael R. Ferreira
Jill M. Szarek Paul J. Gentilotti
I
Robert M. Webb Sharon L. Gilbert
| Laura K. Weiblen Jeffrey F. Goodrich
' Christopher D. Whittier Eril L. Hayes
„
James L. Hern
Business Administration Milad Heydari
| William S. Hughes
Tracey A. Abely Barbara P. Jakubiak
David C. Aker Maureen E. Kelleher
Joseph C. Amell Gina C. Keville
! Heather 1. Ansart Brian C. Knight
Robyn L. Bailey Tanya I. Knowles
Kevin M. Bell Andy L. Lang
John M. Blake Jason A. Langkopf
Bridgitte R. Blasavage Edward R. Lavache
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The Class of 1994
Job M. Lemieux
Paul S. Leonardo
Kevin W. Lobisser
Jonas M. Lorentsson
Carol A. MacDonald
Peter A. Macdonald
Christopher A. Magliaro
Keturah M. Mason
Kimberly S. Muir
Donald A. Nelson
Katherine R. O'Leary
Michael Ordaz
Michelle L. Ostiguy
Karen J. Pailler
Stephen R. Perruzzi
Daniel T. Pierce
Ernesto N. Pirrotta
Debra M. Priore
Kevin P. Quinn
Pamela J. Rogers
Sean J. Ross
James M. Ryan
Charles Scott
Jacqueline M. Seeley
Aaron J. Souza
John B. Sullivan
Terie L. VanDolman
Dana M. Vecchione
Denise Q. Wahl
Richard H. Wong
Robbin J. Vipond
Biology
Robert S. Aguzzi
Gina H. Arakil
James A. Boden
Diane Cedrone
Cindy A. Civetti
Jason M. Fantini
Robert C. Fecteau
Jason R. Fitzpatrick
Maria A. Furey
Laurinda S. Gallant
Katherine J. Gendreau
Melissa L. Graney
Lonnie J. Griffith
Michael R. Huff
Scott A. Kuniewich
Andrew P. Lewman
Yangzhu Long
Antonio Mastroianni
Robert W. Matthews
Peter A. Megdal
Patricia A. Midura
Patricia L. Miller
Amr R. Mohamed
Mary E. Moran
Wai D. Moy
Ralph A. Niemi
Bintula H. Patel
Jaime D. Parsons
Michael F. Phipps
Hilda M. Quinones
Dawn M. Ranelli
Linda S. Rogers
Erika J. Scarborough
Karin I. Setevdemio
Daniel P. Silva
Dominique S. Valek
Edwin A. Vazquez
Daniel T. Walsh
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Camera Shy Graduates
Communication Arts Chemistry
Catherine R. Adamson Charles A. DiTusa
James W. Atkinson Jeffrey H. Giles
Amy L. Bailey
Glede C. Browne Computer Science
Aaron P. Burke
Jason Carpenter Peter D. Berson
Carmelo Cingueonce David A. Caruso
Steven D. D'Arcanglo Steven S. Cronin
Brad W. Elgart Andrew T. Crowley
Michael J. Guerrieo Daniel D. Deon
Josephine A. Iennaco John P. Gallagher
Jason M. Marino George Gendron
Michael E. Mauricio Joseph F. Kelly
Donna A. McKinnon William F. Schuchard
Brian R. McLaughlin Peter C. Woodward
Joni-Lee Rich
Toya T. Robinson Clothing and Textiles
Bradley S. Sokol
Karen M. Stroscio Sheri A. Ahern
Andrew T. Stuart Kristine A. Barragan
Cheryl Taupier Robin M. Bates
Chad E. Theroux Karen A. Bellefeuille
Lisa M. Belli
Consumer and Family Studies Lynn A. Burns
Andrea S. Cohen
Stephanie Craig Kristen M. Demaria
Lynette A. Hiller Michelle L. Dolan
Kimberly A. Johnson Cynthia E. Duda
Caroline A. Jones Moira L. Fahy
Michelle A. Killelea Paula J. Garrity
Carrie A. Michalski Linnea E. Gerrior
Karen M. Redanz Mari A. Glynn
Tara J. Tracy Kristen M. Hanna
Kimberly A. Larson
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The Class of 1994
Christine A. Manning Michelle A. Belliveau
Gail M. Marshall Kathleen A. Brown
Nicole A. Pacheco Catia L. Casalanguida
Kristina M. Perry Lona A. Coppellotti
Susan E. Scott Catherine P. Doherty
Jamie M. Sullivan Rosanne G. Esteves
Terry L. Tatro Michelle E. Fortin
Kimberly M. Teso Kimberly C. Greene
Anita Williams Tara K. Hamelin
Robin A. Winer Nicole R. Imbrunone
Jennifer J. Yurick Nancy M. Killelea
Lynn A. Macaione
Early Childhood Education Patricia M. Maguire
Margaret F. Murray
Susan A. Barmmer Jennifer C. Parker
Laura F. Beguerie Jennifer E. Ploof
Hollie M. Boyd Amy E. Rocheford
Eileen F. Brown Stacey R. Sawin
Carla DiGiorgio Debora H. Shurick
Laura J. Ginsburg Daniel P. Simonds
Jennifer L. Healy Amy J. Valente
Traci A. Johnson Brenda L. Wells
Linda LeVeille-Ventura Joan C. Whitman
April S. Pinard
Joanna L. Puorro English
Nancy J. Robertson
Tina L. Signoretti Lynn M. Anderson
Catherine A. Solomon Erin R. Bailey
Carolyn M. Walker Kathleen M. Blaisdell
Debra Whitehouse Anthony M. Chase
Wendy E. Whiting Beth A. Collins
Jennifer A. Wyszynski Wendy K. Cotellessa
Stephen P. Curcio
Elementary Education Katrina M. Dinsmore
John M. Donadini
Thomas M. Banaszewski
Continued on page 220.
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Framingham State College
Senior Week 1994
Seniors cook up the
fun
During Senior Week, members of
the Class of '94 and their guests were
invited to the annual Family Cook-
out, which was held behind the D.
Justin McCarthy College Center.
The Marriott Company provided a
large array of summertime dishes and
beverages for all those who attended.
The event offered good music — as
well as one last chance for Seniors to
say good-bye to fellow classmates be-
fore graduation the next day.
"Where's Waldo?" t-shirts were sold
by the Class of 1995 workers who
manned the ticket booth and handed
out champagne glasses to commem-
orate the night.
I& M £2S* dkmriy
(Above) The Family Cookout was a time for fun (Above) Many Seniors and their family members (Top of page) Tabasco or A-l? Tougr
and reminiscing. attended the almost sold-out event. call.
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(Above) The weather seemed to co-
operate as the warm summer sun
shone over the picnic.
(Immediate right) Melissa Boutilier
and Maria Padouano don stunning
smiles while selling t-shirts.
(Left) The staff at Mariott worked
diligently to transform the back
parking lot into a tasty cookout.
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Baccalaureate — Thank you
one last time
Before the grand ceremony of gradu-
ation, there is a smaller gathering of the
Senior class called Baccalaureate.
This is the time for graduates to come
together for one final good-bye with those
loved ones who have meant the most to
them during their years at Framingham
State College (FSC).
Parents, relatives, and friends watched
the graduates file into Dwight Audito-
rium in a procession. Following this,
there were readings by the members of
the Class of 1994 and music sung by
FSC's only Karen LeBlanc and Jeff Des-
jarlais, the day's keynote speaker.
The ceremony was brought to a close
by the Sharing of Flowers and the Class
Reflection. Seniors participated in the
exchanging of flowers as a token of
thanks to those who helped them along
the way. They went into the audience,
thanking those closest to them with a
yellow rose, a symbol of their gratitude.
(Right) The Vice President of the Class of 1994
thanks a member of the audience with a rose.
(Above) Seniors and their families made their way to the Dwight Auditorium for Baccalaureate.
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There's
never rain
at the Tent
Finals are done. Classes are
completed. Tests have been tak-
en .. . for most FSC Seniors . .
.
FOREVER! What's a Senior to
do? Hang out with good friends,
of course!
The Class of 1994 took a day
trip to the Tent and had their
own private beach party. Buses
departed from O'Connor Hall
early that morning to drive stu-
dents to the site of this next
Senior Week event. There was
volleyball, basketball, dancing,
and — everyone's favorite — the
great limbo contest to see who
could go the lowest.
After a long day in
the sun, there were
many summertime
foods — such as fresh
corn-on-the-cob and
hamburgers to eat on
the patio near the vol-
leyball courts.
Well over one hundred fifty
students took part in the out-
door event.
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The Commuter Cafe
never looked so good
• • • • • • • • • • •
• • • •
• •
• • • • • •
• • •
• • •
• •
• • •
Pack away the college ruled note-
books, they say. Relax, they say. Our col-
lege careers are ending, they say. Hey,
there's still time for one last pub night,
isn't there?
The sell-out crowd seemed to come
ready to have a good time. After all, there
was plenty of dance floor. Complete with
DJ power, the joint was jumping.
Set to a beach party scene, the Com-
muter Cafe was decorated with a wading
pool and a plethora of balloons. Those
coming in were given Hawaiian leis in a
wide array of boisterous but seasonal-
colors.
The cafe and the dance floor were
crowded until the wee hours of the
morning, making it one of the seemingly
most popular events of Senior Week.
<
(Top of page) Anesti and pal ham it up one last
time for the camera.
(Above) Stand back! There's a party nearby!
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(Left) Friends and music in the cafe. What else
can there be in life?
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Time to
graduate — the
Class of 1994
commencement
It was sweltering hot that
day. It was May 29 and well
over 800 bachelor's and mas-
ter's degree students were
lined outside the Framingh-
am Green and the ceremony
was well over a half hour late.
No matter. It seemed as if the
graduates didn't really mind.
The soon-to-be ex-students
used their time wisely with
last-minute chatter amongst
themselves as hundreds and
hundreds of friends, family
members, and well-wishers
waited patiently underneath
and around the two tents in
the middle of the Green.
Kimberly Dianne Kiess and
Betti Marie Veenpere served
as co-valedictorians for the
class and both delivered short
speeches to their classmates
which offered words of en-
couragement, congratula-
tions, and thanks.
(Below) Family, friends, and well-
wishers came to see the Class of 1994
take its final bow.
(Immediate right) Michelle Lambert
offers a congratulatory hug to a class-
mate.
(Right of page) How do these things
go on anyway'
(Left) Ivory Louise Triplett was honored during
graduation rehearsal by Dudley Marsh — Regis-
trar of the college — and her fellow classmates for
being the oldest graduate in the Senior class.
(Above) Dave Gradijan looks more than pleased
to be a college graduate.
Gina Stuffle makes her way to receive her college
diploma.
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Class of 1994:
thank you %
We at the Dial Yearbook would like
to take this opportunity to thank the
Senior Executive Board and the rest of
the members of the Class of 1994.
Throughout the year, we have pho-
tographed as many of its members as we
could. We have put many of their hellos
and good-byes down into print and have
captured the Senior events permanently
within our pages.
We thank those who have been pa-
tient with us during our great "learning
experience." Thanks for still offering
your help to us, despite the slight pitfalls
which occurred throughout the year.
Most importantly, thanks for helping
us prove the theme of the 1994: that FSC
is a place where great things happen . .
.
After all, "It's What You Make it."
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Congratulations, Cathy K.
Best of luckfor the future!
Love, Mom, Dad, Tom and Toby,
Grandmother and Grandfather
To Jill Szarek
with pride and love.
Dad and Mom,
Tricla, Bonnie, and Tim
Rodd,
Hold your dream-the future is yours.
Make it special-just like you.
Thanks for the memories.
We're proud & we love you.
Mom-Dad-Brothers-Sisters
& Families
nnwipiiifppp-^i^"mrmrmm
Lau, congrats!
I love you.
Mom
Ue
Lauren
,
are so proud
Con
of
gnat
you .
u 1 a t i ons .
Loue^ Dad 8c Mum
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Paula:
You made us proud. Go after your dreams.
Much success and happiness
to you always.
Love, Dad, Mom & Danny and Bonnie
•««an«mn>waw
Congratulations,
Julie! Lori J. Martioski:
You'ue made us We are proud!
so proud!
Loue, Dad & Mom Love, Mom & Dad III
WmWmmWmWmWm^ 111!
Congratulations, Congratulations,
Craig S. Carneiro! Kim!
Love and best wishes, Love, Mom, Dad,
Dad, Mom & Marc and Jeff mm
Congratulations, flndy!
Were so proud of you-
as a person, as a student
& as our son!
* Great things await you -
Go for it *
Loue Mom, Dad & Tim
Butch Bolter: # 1 son
No words I say can express how proud I
am of you - not only today but every day.
Your future is full of great expectations.
Wherever you go, whatever you do, I'll
always be there.
Love, Ma
DAVID GRADIJAN
CONGRATULATIONS,
"GRAD!"
Final exam
question:
How do your
parentsfeel?
A. Proud
B. Happy
C. Ecstatic
ANSWER: All of the above
—
Hi!
BONNE CHANCE,
THERESE SEVIGNY!
TA FAMILLE m
Patron Advert isements
Tom, Bonnie, Tamm i
,
Tracy,
and Hoagie Frederico
Congratulations, Michelle.
Love, Mom and Bill
aaHaaMaMHaaaaMI
GREATJOB!
CONGRATULATIONS TO:
MANDY BETH
MANOCCHIO,
JULIE WALLIS,
LISA SNIEZEK,
AND JENNIFER YURICK.
LOVE FROM MOM,
MELISSA, LAURA, MARK,
AND "SAM."
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The officers and staff of The Dial
would like to thank fellow staff
member Nancy Segal and cover
artist Michael Hohenadel for their
work on the 1994 Dial Yearbook.
Congratulations and good luck with
your future endeavors.
To Dawn G.:
We are so proud of
your accomplishments
and we fre prouder yet
of the person you have
become.
Our pride is exceeded
only by our love.
Love and
congratulationsy
Mom and Jennifer
ll-ll-ITIIIIMI—J-*^—
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The Dial
staff
extends its
congratula-
tions to
each
member of
the Class of
I 994.
CARI, CONGRATULATIONS!!!
We love you - Dad, Bev, Gram, Papa,
andfamily
As proud as can be! Congratulations!
All our love ~ Mom, Dad, Stacie, and
Mary
IMMiHMHtaMHMHMMMtiMiMMMMMk
Congratulations, Kerri.
You did a great job and we are all so
very proud of you.
We wish you health, happiness, and
success.
Love, Ma, Dad, Anthony, and Steven
BRflUO, IZZV. YOU rlRDE IT!
Ue are proud of you and me
I ove you!
Papcij daman, Miriam, Bertrand,
Duuet, Grand Nere, et toute la
f am i I I e
LUV YA, MOM!
CONGRATULATIONS!
XOXO
JESSE RYAN
Michael R. Hebert
President of SGA
Congratulations on a job
well done.
Love, Mom and Dad
CONGRATULATIONS, AMY BAILEY!
MAY YOUR FUTURE DREAMS COME
TRUE.
WE ARE PROUD OF YOU.
LOVE, DAD, MOM, KIMBERLY, AND
ALLISON
CONGRATULATIONS,
PHAE-PHRE!
LOUE-VA-LOTS!
US
CONGRATULATIONS, LANA!
Wishing you success in
euery part of your life.
Loue, Mom, Dad,
and Joshua
MMaaiiaaiaaiaaiaaiaaaiaaiataaaiaaaiMMaai
Glna Marie:
Congratulations
!
Love and best wishes,
Mom and Dad
Elaine: tly heart is filled
with pride.
There's nothing you can't do.
Vou are so spec i a I
,
my shining star .
Loue, tlum
M
Camera Shy Graduates
English, Cont'd. John E. Carlson
Philip G. Cooke
Clare M. Donnellan Philip P. Daley
Leane M. Ellis Robyn C. Dumas
Maro A. Eremyan Edward M. Forristall
Michael C. Gorman Mary M. Frost
Jonathan R. Hall Eric W. Hall
Farbod P. Hodjat Charles A. Haney
Jennifer A. Hogan Rhea A. Hathaway
Steven J. Holmes Paula L. Hubel
Maryellen F. Hughes Terrence J. Humphrey
Bonnie E. Jack Michael M. Jerome
Elizabeth T. Landry Kimberly S. MacLean
Allan P. Linscott Steven J. MacNeil
David A. Little Leonard D. Mastrototoro
Amy M. Lytle Todd A. Mattis
Donald K. MacDougall Michelle A. McDonough
Elizabeth C. McNamara Scott R. Mcgillivray
Chinelo N. Nwafor Maureen Mealey-Gentile
Daniel A. Pereira Jeffrey B. Megar
Allison L. Ritchie Renee R. Olson
Kristen J. Ryder Rustem G. Owen
Margaret C. Scandrett L. Patrick Pitney
Angela G. Scopel Kimberly M. Ritchie
Robert F. Sewell Jay S. Shapiro
Kerridan K. Smith Deanna M. Trainor
Joseph C. Sullivan Diane M. White
Toby L. Szczygiel
Demian D. Tebaldi Food and Nutrition
Shannon Thompson
Karen G. Boch
Economics John P. Collins
Laura S. Collins
Laurie W. Bozek Gail A. Dibblee
Irena F. Burenko Lisa M. Gagnon
Christine L. Cahill Kenneth C. Goran
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The Class of 1994
Allison Fay Gottfried
Michelle M. Guinard
Maria Hall
Denise M. Hennessey
Sharon A. Hollinden
Deborah M. Lamb
Teresa M. Morse
Una M. O'Brien
Miriam Sithole
Lois S. Tokajer-Spector
Julie M. Vander
Wendy Wilson
Food Science
Lisa M. Baker
Terri A. Doane
Cynthia L. Martin
Mark F. Ransom
Geography
Michael W. Collins
Michael J. Gallant
Humphrey J. Hodenpel
James F. Leonard
Tracie A. Seder
Mark A. Underdah
Jeffrey R. Wagner
History
Michael G. Buckley
Laurence S. Cole
Noel S. Frattasio
Christopher M. Gray
Richard H. Hall
Stephanie A. Hayes
Brenda F. Heard
Michael P. Kane
Natalie D. LeBeau
Lyn M. Lupien
David E. McDermott
Kerry A. McDonald
Patrick J. McGlone
Paul J. Meau
Andrew R. Penacho
Karl E. Reger
Mario J. Travers
Liberal Studies
Arthur F. Digioia
Bonnie Saliman
Mathematics
Steve M. Bairos
Georgena M. Falzon
Barry R. McLean
Kelly J. Murphy
Lisa-Michelle Oxman
Nursing
June A. Abraham
Teresa L. Errico
Laura A. Gillette
Ruth E. Grover
Ardis M. Manelis
Amy E. Reardon
Continued on page 222.
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Camera Shy Graduates
Nursing, Cont'd. Karin E. Como
Michael P. Costa
Kellyann Rofino Lauren D. Coyle
Mary Ann Stand Jan Curtis
Carol J. Sullivan Lisa M. Davidson
Jane A. Titus John M. DiMaggio
Janice Trainor-Tellier Anthony R. Fisher
Deborah A. Wheatley Susan L. Frost
Corey W. Gabowitz
Philosophy Cheryl L. Gordon
Arleen M. Hansen
George H. Vakalopoulos Mona B. Hartley
Jeff L. Haworth
Politics James B. Jacobs
Mary Ann A. Kosc
James W. Bailey Danielle L. LaFrance
Peter F. Dickerman Michelle R. Laverne
Michael R. Hebert Jayne E. LeBrun
William P. Johnson Donna M. Levesque
Ronald T. Reidy Shawn A. McMenimen
W. Curtiss Scott Heather L. Merrill
Jennifer L. Smith Deborah L. Most
Kathryn D. Twombly Nancy A. Rafter
Jennifer L. Ransom
Psychology Ellen S. Riordon
Douglas E. Robertson
Valeh Afshar Ceridwyn G. Ruenheck
Jennifer B. Amell Beth Ann M. Smith
Maureen W. Barila Michelle S. Smith
Elizabeth C. Barragato Kathleen A. Threadgold
Clarice Bartlett Ann M. Travaglini
Kimberly A. Bennett Lisa M. Vaccato
Tina M. Bisbee Dawn-Marie K. Walden
Estelle D. Bonaceto Margaret A. Wall
Kyle E. Chace Abby L. Wheeler
Nancy J. Cochran Jennifer Z. White
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Gail R. Wilner
Sociology
David M. Beccia
Dolly D. Bjorklund
Craig S. Carneiro
Corinne Chiara
Kristine A. Cullen
Anita DeFelice
Giovanni L. Dixon
David C. Dozois
Jennifer J. Durant
Laura A. Graham
Bruce A. Hale
Amy E. Hamann
Tanya L. Jones
Marianne Langevin
Laura M. Lewis
Nicole L. Masciarelli
Christina M. McMullen
Moira C. Millis
Kay-Ann R. Moulton
Joseph L. Murphy
Kelley A. Murphy
Karl M. Ohmstede
Kenneth B. Rideout
Tracie L. Roberti
Brian E. Simoneau
Carol A. Smith
Verdene Y. Smith
Andrea J. Swantak
Lori E. Swift
Sharron L. Tetreault
Meredith Twombly
Jennifer J. Waller
Sabrina L. Wright
Spanish
Kim M. Buturlia
Damaris Casiano
Pamela J. Lennon
Deborah L. Leverone
Julie A. Maker
Valerie A. Marrocco
Special Degrees
Chermchitt Bhumichitr
Laura M. Zambrano
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From the Editor
When I look back and see how many breakthroughs (and failures) the staff has gone through in the course of the
last 12 months, I can hardly believe that the book is DONE.
Our little staff of four editors started in September with nothing but a theme and cover idea. Even when the first
four weekly "first official meetings" took place (and no one else showed up), we got a little wary; would this be how
the whole year would turn out?
Our staff met three new faces: In September, Beckie Clairmont, our irreplaceable advisor who had helped us in so
many close binds that I can no longer remember how many; In October, Nancy Segal joined our ranks and took many
pictures of Hilltop Players (not to mention all those senior pub events into which the illustrious Editor-in-Chief
herself wasn't even old enough to gain access). In March, Laura joined our ranks with an eagerness to organize. —
Somehow she made sense of our clutter.
Our first order of business was trying to find the floor of the office, something which most people who work on
the fourth floor seemed to think was lost forever. With that accomplished, we set out to create the best book possible.
The biggest thanks goes to Co-Managing Editors Amy McGrail and Tina Wong, whose dedication was absolutely
remarkable. I could never ask for better people on my staff. These two worked their hardest from the word "GO!"
Clearly, without them, I would still be on page one.
I would also like to thank Jonathan Miot, Assistant Managing Editor, who could always break the tension of a
strenuous deadline. He is a valuable asset to the staff and I hope he, as well as Amy, and Tina, sticks with the Dial
staff during his last two years at FSC.
I would like to thank Michael Hohenadel for creating our cover, as well as Amy and Tina, whose idea it was in
the first place.
Dick Swiech, our publishing company representative, we owe you forever for helping us improve the book and for
always trusting us, despite the fact that sometimes we were just a tiny bit stubborn.
Norm Benrimo, thank you ever so much for your advice. By just looking at the pictures in this book, we can see
just how much you have helped us this year. Thank you again.
Steve Williams (and everyone at Yearbook Associates), thank you for the film, the photos, and for answering all
of our questions five times over again.
Horace Mann, second floor (and O'Connor, of course), thank you for listening to my Dial woes and for my grumbling
and complaining come deadline time. Your support meant the world to me.
I would especially like to thank Larry Mosher, director of the College Center, who always gave me confidence even
when it seemed as if we should all just abandon ship. I would also like to thank every student, club, faculty member,
and administrator for having patience with us and for cooperating to make this year's Dial the bet it could be. Thank
you for believing in us and in the Dial Yearbook.
Lastly, I would like to thank my parents who always encouraged me to work my hardest and to never give up.
Without their help, I would have never even bothered to try.
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